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 1 -- Upon commencing at 4:06 p.m.

 2             MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Good afternoon,

 3 everyone and thanks for coming.  My name is Ida

 4 Bianchi, and I'm one of the lawyers for Ontario's

 5 long-term care COVID-19 commission.  I'm going to

 6 be facilitating this session together with Alison

 7 Drummond, the Assistant Deputy Minister in charge

 8 of the commission secretariat.  Some of our --

 9             MS. DRUMMOND:  Hi.

10             MS. BIANCHI:  -- other colleagues are

11 here, and you've met them.  They've helped

12 facilitate you getting into the meetings.  I'll

13 just thank them here.  Angeline Hawthorn, Adriana

14 Diaz Choconta, and Rose Bianchini, all three of

15 whom are senior analysts with the Commissions

16 Secretariat.  Dawn Palin Rokosh, the director of

17 operations, who many of you have been corresponding

18 with as well, is also present today.

19             Before we get started -- and I think we

20 already talked about this, but I'll just reiterate

21 that the phone and audio lines have been muted

22 right now to cut out the ambient noise and

23 distractions while we deal with housekeeping and

24 hear from the commissioner.  After that, your mics

25 will be back on, but we would ask you that you keep
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 1 yourself muted until you're ready to speak.

 2             I think all of you have participated in

 3 the pre-meeting last week.  I'll just remind you

 4 again, though, that this session is being recorded

 5 by a transcriptionist, and that's by Eveliene, who

 6 is in my top left screen.  She will be

 7 transcribing.  And the information that you provide

 8 is going into the transcript and will be posted on

 9 our website.

10             So that means the information will be

11 publicly accessible and therefore not confidential,

12 even though your names will be omitted from the

13 record.  So if you have any information that you

14 think is confidential and that you don't want in

15 the transcript, we ask that you don't share it now.

16             You're welcome to call us, and we can

17 set up a meeting, during which you can share the

18 confidential information you'd like the

19 commissioners to know.

20             Last week, we sent you the two

21 questions that we wanted your feedback on.  We hope

22 you've had time to ponder them.  We will go --

23 we'll ask each question sequentially.  So we'll

24 pose the first question, and then we'll hear from

25 everyone.  And then I'll turn it over to Alison,
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 1 and then she will pose the second question and go

 2 around again in the same order.

 3             If you need the question repeated, just

 4 let me know, and I'll repeat the question.

 5             You're also welcome to share your

 6 responses using the private chat box feature.  If

 7 you are going to use the chat, let me know that

 8 you're going to do that before I call on you, and

 9 then I will read your response at the end -- at the

10 end of the round so that it shows up on the

11 transcript.

12             All three Commissioners are here today,

13 and you'll be hearing from them momentarily.  And

14 they're very interested in hearing the input of all

15 of you.

16             In order to give everyone time to

17 speak, we would ask that you limit your response to

18 these questions to around four minutes, which we

19 know is not nearly enough time to fully tell us

20 your story.  And we're sorry about that.  We would

21 like to give you all as much time as you need, but

22 our mandate ends at the end of April.  We have to

23 submit our report.  And we want to hear from as

24 many people as possible, because this is a tragedy

25 that has touched literally thousands of people in
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 1 Ontario.

 2             So, again, if the four minutes doesn't

 3 quite give you enough to say what you need to say,

 4 by all means, write to us, call us, and we'll

 5 listen and ensure that that information is -- is

 6 shared with the Commissioners.

 7             We ask, though, that you provide any

 8 additional information by the end of January so

 9 that the Commissioners have plenty of time to

10 review it before they put pen to paper on their

11 final report.

12             At this time, I'd like to turn it over

13 to Commissioner Angela Coke, who is leading on

14 behalf of the Commissioners, to say a few words.

15             Commissioner Coke?

16             COMMISSIONER COKE:  Thank you, Ida.

17             So good afternoon, everyone, and thank

18 you for participating in this meeting.  My name is

19 Angela Coke.  I'm one of the three commissioners

20 appointed by the government to lead the commission.

21 I was a former executive in the Ontario public

22 service.  The chair of our commission is former

23 Associate Chief Justice Frank Marrocco, who is with

24 us today.  And the other Commissioner is Dr. Jack

25 Kitts, who is the former CEO of the Ottawa
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 1 hospital, who is also here with us today.

 2             Now, as you know, this independent

 3 commission was set up to investigate the spread of

 4 COVID-19 in long-term care homes, including how

 5 residents, staff, and families were impacted.

 6 Governments often set up these commissions or

 7 inquiries when a tragic event occurs, and the

 8 purpose is to investigate what happened, why, and

 9 to make recommendations to make sure that it

10 doesn't happen again.

11             Most commissions and inquiries are

12 established after a tragedy has occurred.  Ours is

13 a little different in that we are carrying out our

14 work in the middle of this ongoing crisis.

15             Given the urgency of this situation, we

16 have been carrying out our investigation primarily

17 by interviewing people and organisations who have

18 the information that is relevant to our mandate,

19 and that has enabled us to work pretty quickly.

20             We've already made two sets of interim

21 recommendations to assist the government in dealing

22 with the pandemic as it is unfolding.  Now, as I

23 mentioned, one of the key issues we have been asked

24 to investigate is how residents, staff, family

25 members, and others were impacted by the spread of
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 1 COVID in long-term care homes.  We have already

 2 heard from resident and family associations and

 3 union representatives about the devastating impact

 4 of the spread on residents, families, and staff,

 5 but it is very important that we hear directly from

 6 you.  And we're very grateful that you have agreed

 7 to participate in this meeting.  I just want to

 8 stress, you know, as I said, how important it is

 9 that we hear from you, your personal experiences.

10 Your voices are critical for us to hear.

11             Before I turn it back over to our

12 facilitators to get started, though, I would ask

13 you to join me in observing a moment of silence for

14 the residents and staff of long-term care homes who

15 have died from COVID-19.

16             Thank you.

17             MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, all.  We'll start

18 with the first question.  And, again, feel free to

19 have me repeat it for you if you need me to.  First

20 question is please tell us about your experience

21 caring for a loved one in a long-term care home

22 during the pandemic.  How has the pandemic impacted

23 you or your family member or loved one?  Is there

24 anything in particular that concerns you?

25             Participant 1, would you like to start?
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 1             PARTICIPANT 1:  Thank you.  I want to

 2 thank the Commission for this opportunity.  It's

 3 great to have a chance to speak.

 4             My mother is 90 years old.  She has

 5 Parkinson's and dementia.  She's been in a

 6 not-for-profit long-term care home in Kitchener for

 7 four years.  The home's a good home, and the staff

 8 truly care about the residents.  They're also good

 9 at infection and -- infection control and

10 prevention.

11             I remember going into the home late

12 January or early February last year, and the nurse

13 was there with all kinds of PPE.  She said, you

14 know, there's a pandemic coming; we're getting --

15 we're getting ready.  So they were aware.  They

16 were getting ready.

17             But during my mother's time in

18 long-term care, I've always been concerned that the

19 staffing levels are inadequate to provide for the

20 care of the residents needs.  Obviously, this is

21 because government funding is inadequate.  There's

22 only about three PSWs and one nurse on the floor to

23 provide care for 26 residents.  Many of the

24 residents are high-needs and require two staff to

25 respond if a lift-assist is needed for toileting or
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 1 another transfer.  Of course, there are many times

 2 when they are short staffed.  When the staff take

 3 lunch and breaks, the floor is extremely

 4 understaffed with only one PSW and/or nurse

 5 available.

 6             Pre-pandemic, our family provided my

 7 mother with about 45 hours per week of direct care

 8 with our time and paid caregivers.  During our time

 9 with my mother, we would help her with her meals

10 and her toileting, help her walk with her walker,

11 take her outside for walks and fresh air, engage

12 her in conversation and socialising with other

13 residents, and let her rest in bed, as it was not

14 safe for her to be left alone in her room during

15 the day.

16             The COVID shutdown was extremely

17 stressful, and each month, I felt precious time

18 with my mother slipping away, because I could not

19 be with her.  Not only was I wondering how she was

20 coping without the individual care she was used to

21 having, but I was worried about the staff coping

22 and managing to look after the residents without

23 the help of the many family members and volunteers

24 who provided care and helped ease the load on

25 staff.
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 1             In early April, the home had an

 2 outbreak.  20 staff -- 20 residents tested

 3 positive, and 10 residents died.  All residents

 4 were confined to their rooms.  When the

 5 administrator called me about the outbreak, I

 6 expressed concern about my mother's safety because

 7 of her diminished cognitive ability, her risk of

 8 falls due to Parkinson's but her good physical

 9 strength.  I was told they would do their best.

10             In less than two hours, I received two

11 calls that my mother had fallen in her room.

12 Thankfully, she was not hurt, and the staff then

13 discussed it and allowed her to continue to sit at

14 the desk where she was used to sitting when there

15 was no recreation activity, family member, or paid

16 caregiver with her.

17             Virtual visits were not helpful for her

18 or for us because of her dementia.  We did have

19 some success with regular phone calls.

20             Once we were allowed outdoor visits, it

21 didn't help much.  Having to share a single

22 30-minute visit per week among my three siblings

23 meant one visit every three weeks and being able to

24 see my mother without being able to hug her or hold

25 her hand was heart-breaking.
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 1             When I was finally able to be with my

 2 mother as a caregiver, the physical and cognitive

 3 decline was more than I anticipated.  I used to be

 4 able to assist my mother with walking with a walker

 5 and transfer her from toilet -- to and from toilet

 6 or bed or recliner.  Now I'm dependant on two staff

 7 to come with the lift-assist device for transfers.

 8 This means that my mother's care needs are based on

 9 staff ability, not what's best for her comfort or

10 physical care.

11             Now, even with two physiotherapists

12 helping her, it's rare that she can walk with the

13 walker.  I understand that Parkinson's is a

14 degenerative disease, but I'm sure that if my

15 mother had continued to have the personal attention

16 the family provided, she would not have declined as

17 much as she has.

18             I have also noticed more extreme

19 behavioral problems with other residents in rooms

20 close to my mother's.  These residents will call

21 out over and over.  They didn't used to do this.

22             When this happens, other residents then

23 call out from their room for the person to be

24 quiet.  The tragedy is that often the staff will

25 just close the person's door.  I believe that many
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 1 of these behavioral problems stem from the lack of

 2 social interaction due to restricted recreational

 3 programs and meals that are being served in

 4 resident's rooms, so there's very little social

 5 interaction, or their meals are sometimes with a

 6 few other residents in a lounge or a dining room.

 7             At this point, that's all I have to

 8 say.  Thank you.

 9             MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 1.

10             Participant 2, are you ready to share

11 your thoughts?

12             You're on mute.  You're still on mute,

13 Participant 2.  There is a microphone in the bottom

14 left corner of the screen.  Can you see it?

15             PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.

16             MS. BIANCHI:  There you go.  No

17 problem.

18             PARTICIPANT 2:  Angeline was going to

19 un-mute me, so thank you for helping me out there.

20             MS. BIANCHI:  No problem.

21             PARTICIPANT 2:  Participant 1, that was

22 wonderful.  That's a lot of what I would like to

23 say as well.

24             But -- so we're extremely thankful that

25 my mom has lived in a very well-run city long-term
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 1 care home and the staff are very caring.  She's

 2 been there for nearly four years.  Mom has

 3 dementia, and she also has aphasia, which means she

 4 can no longer talk except to say maybe, yes, and

 5 sure.  She understands when she's directly spoken

 6 to.  She responds by facial gestures or if we ask a

 7 question where she can say yes or sure, that's how

 8 we can interact with her.

 9             All personal tasks need to be performed

10 by others.

11             She's confined to a wheelchair but not

12 mobile, as she needs someone to wheel her around.

13             My sister and I are designated

14 essential caregivers.  So prior to the lockdown, my

15 mom -- every single day, either my sister or I

16 would visit her and spend two to three hours with

17 her.  We'd take her outdoors, go walk or sit down

18 by the river, join in with some of the daily

19 entertainment, help with feeding her, et cetera.

20 We also had paid caregivers come and sit with Mom

21 for about an hour each day just to have a different

22 face and to keep her company.

23             So after Mom -- having somebody visit

24 her every single day, suddenly after March 17th,

25 there was no one to visit her.  There was no
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 1 entertainment as well.

 2             About a week after the emergency

 3 shutdown -- declaration of Ontario -- the nurse

 4 called to tell me that my mom was doing fine.  I

 5 asked if I could -- if she could get her and put

 6 her on the phone for me.  As I noted, I -- I

 7 chatted with my mom for a few minutes, and because

 8 she can't speak, the nurse would say if, you know,

 9 she was moving her eyebrows or seemed to

10 understand.  And the nurse also had to hold the

11 phone to her -- to her head.  So that was a really

12 difficult phone call.

13             So what I decided to do is I started to

14 write a letter to my mom just so she knew that we

15 hadn't forgotten about her; we were thinking about

16 her.

17             I -- I'm lucky Mom is still alive.  I

18 wrote letters to my mom weekly with news:  the news

19 of the week, birthdays, babies being born.  I

20 always had a few photos included or I'd send short

21 videos of family or friends saying hi to her.  The

22 recreational staff was wonderful.  I can't say

23 enough.  They'd read the letters to Mom and show

24 her the videos.  By the end of March, the rec.

25 staff had the ability and equipment to provide one
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 1 30-minute Facetime or Skype call a week per

 2 resident, and that really became our lifeline to

 3 each other.  It was a Godsend.  As Mom can't speak,

 4 we can see how she looked.  We could tell if she

 5 was doing well, if she was alert that day, if she

 6 was content, if she was smiling.  And like

 7 Participant 1, we had our three -- three girls.  So

 8 we divided up the 30 minutes between -- seven

 9 minutes each of us.

10             What I asked the rec. staff to do is to

11 read the letters prior to our phone call.  So that

12 was included.  And that allowed us to be able to

13 talk with Mom, because she had pictures, and I

14 could talk about the pictures or -- or just go over

15 what was -- what was already said in the letter,

16 which helped with the dementia.  So that was --

17 that was wonderful and very -- very well received.

18             Thankfully, I had used Facetime with my

19 sister out west anyways prior to it, so my mom was

20 a bit familiar with it.

21             Then it was three months before we were

22 able to actually visit mom, and that's when all the

23 testing started.  So going and waiting two and a

24 half hours standing in line in the sweltering heat,

25 you know, waiting for test results to come back, et
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 1 cetera, all so that we could visit Mom.  At that

 2 time, we could visit Mom outside once a week or had

 3 the Facetime chat.

 4             So the very first visit, my sister, who

 5 lives in Ottawa, and I decided we'd both go,

 6 because we knew it would be pretty emotional.  We

 7 were fortunate the visit was out on a patio.  We

 8 were at least 2 metres away, we had our masks on,

 9 we were behind a gate, and the only people on that

10 patio was my mom and the rec. staff and my sister

11 and I.

12             My mom was so excited to be outdoors,

13 she didn't even seem to notice that we were there.

14 She wasn't looking at us.  We were yelling, hi,

15 Mom.  Hi.  The staff was trying to get her to look

16 at us.  She didn't recognise us.  After all, we

17 hadn't been there for three months.  We had masks

18 on.  No wonder she couldn't recognise us.  She'd be

19 looking left and she'd be looking right, and we

20 were like idiots, jumping over to wherever her gaze

21 was going.  It was so disheartening.

22             Finally, we realised, oh, maybe we

23 should sing some of the songs we'd sing when we had

24 Facetime with her.  And we had the recreational

25 staff put on Johnny Cash Ring of Fire, and that got
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 1 her going; she knew who we were.  So, anyways, she

 2 smiled and started wriggling, so it was really

 3 nice.  We knew the connection was music.

 4             And even now when I go and visit my

 5 mom, I always say, Mom, look at my eyes.  I'm

 6 smiling.  Can you tell I'm smiling?  Or I'll run

 7 down -- I'll take her to a window, and I'll run

 8 outside, take off my mask, take off my face shield,

 9 and say -- show her my smile, and I run back in.

10 And just so, you know, she really knows who it is.

11             What was really tough was it wasn't

12 until late August that we were actually able to

13 touch -- late August, early September -- touch my

14 mom's hands.  We still aren't able to hug her, but

15 I totally -- I totally understand it.  And, you

16 know, that -- that's how it is.

17             So mainly the pandemic has impacted us

18 in that the hardest part is that we haven't been

19 able to have any family gatherings.  We're so

20 thankful Mom is still around.  And my sister or

21 I -- her 93rd birthday was on Friday.  I went in

22 for lunch, and my sister went in for dinner.  So

23 that was really nice.  The family did a video from

24 everybody in the family.

25             Life -- like I say, life mainly
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 1 revolves around booking appointments, testing,

 2 getting tested, waiting for tests, visiting Mom,

 3 and then starting all over again.

 4             Is there anything in particular that

 5 concerns me?  Well, again, just like Participant 1,

 6 it's staff levels.  Even before the pandemic,

 7 especially on nights, on weekends, and on holidays,

 8 we would always make sure we spent extra time with

 9 Mom, because we knew there wouldn't be many staff

10 there.  And like I said, it's a very well-run home.

11             I just want to say one other thing, if

12 I may.  Testing.  Weekly testing.  We -- we made

13 out okay, because we're younger.  But there's a lot

14 of older, you know, spouses of the residents who

15 visit their loved ones every day, and they are

16 having to get tested every five to seven days so

17 they can go in and see their loved ones every day,

18 and it's really hard.

19             What I -- what I really would recommend

20 is that it's important and humane for at least some

21 of the essential caregivers to be able to get

22 tested onsite at the long-term care home as the

23 staff are, and that's something I'll recommend

24 later.  Thank you.

25             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 2.
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 1             Participant 3?

 2             PARTICIPANT 3:  Hi.

 3             MS. BIANCHI:  Hi.

 4             PARTICIPANT 3:  This is -- this is my

 5 experience.  My grandmother, Foon Hay Lum, lived on

 6 her own in her own house until 107 years old.  She

 7 was the model of a healthy senior liver -- living

 8 life.  She was a social activist in her old age,

 9 and she entered the long-term care home after a

10 hospital stay.  She was entirely mobile,

11 independent, required no medication, and little

12 care.  I retired to help her transition, and I

13 visited her daily.  I would bring her food, make

14 her bone broth, walk with her in the nursing home,

15 listen to her read.

16             And then two years ago, we moved into

17 Man Sheong Home For the Aged in downtown Toronto.

18 Finally, we were in a culturally appropriate

19 nursing home.  Unfortunately, the home had an

20 outbreak of COVID early in April -- April 4th, and

21 they had a shortage of PPE.  So she was one of the

22 oldest Canadians to die of COVID-19 at the age of

23 111 years old, just short of her 112th birthday.

24             41.3 percent of the residents died

25 within a span of about a month.  31.7 percent of
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 1 those residents died of a COVID death.  The other

 2 9.6 percent were non-COVID related.  But I suspect

 3 that it would have been due to some collapse of the

 4 care systems surrounding them, since they were a

 5 COVID environment.

 6             The home went down to 20 percent staff.

 7 Basic care needs could not possibly be met.  The

 8 home was only given six COVID test kits for a

 9 104-resident facility.  The nursing home struggled

10 and spiralled the critical first few weeks, and

11 death rates escaladed.  We first heard about the

12 deaths through the Chinese media.

13             The family counsel initiated a lobbying

14 campaign, writing letters to MPP, various

15 governments, levels and ministry, Ministers, the

16 Premier to get PPE and government assistance.  I

17 was the chair of the family counsel.  I pleaded for

18 help and PPE.

19             On April the 15th, on CBC, and then a

20 daily later, Premier Ford announced the SWAT teams

21 were coming to help long-term care within 24 to 48

22 or 72 hours.  Daily, we were outside the nursing

23 home thanking the brave staff that were still going

24 in there and waiting for resources to come.  The

25 home was steps away from University Avenue.
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 1 Hospital Alley, as I call it.  And we needed

 2 nurses, doctors, PSWs, housekeeping staff,

 3 infection control.  There was no capacity issue at

 4 the hospitals.

 5             The ministry told the homes to preserve

 6 PPE.  You recall that.  So we called out to the

 7 community for donations of PPE, and we received

 8 them from the community.  MPP Jessica Bell was

 9 helpful in that as well.  I was outside the nursing

10 home on April 24th for several media interviews.

11 Little did I know my grandmother was dying inside.

12             There was a lot of media coverage that

13 day.  Grandmother, being 111 years old, she had

14 star power.  Right?  And, you know, she was pretty

15 good.  No medication.  She could still go to the

16 washroom on her own.  CTV The National aired our

17 struggle, and I thought, finally, help is on its

18 way.

19             My grandmother died that night as the

20 coverage aired.  Exactly as the coverage aired.

21 She died alone in isolation.  The home had been

22 down to 20 percent, you know.  At times, 20 staff

23 on a 24-hour period in a home that was full of

24 COVID.  Right?

25             Mixed messages were received from the
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 1 government, and the families had to fight to get

 2 their parent into hospitals.  Families lost both

 3 parent, mother and dad.  There's several families

 4 that did -- that that happened to.  Families had no

 5 visibility in the home.  They relied on residents

 6 that could use their phones to tell us what was

 7 going on, whether the food was cold, hot water,

 8 laundry, cleanings, et cetera, until they got sick

 9 or they died.

10             We appealed to everyone for help:

11 Minister's office, Premier.  I wrote everywhere.

12 Formal, informal, long-term hotline, long-term care

13 hotline, patient ombudsman.  No inspectors would

14 come into the home even if there was a possible

15 abuse allegation.

16             The coroners signed the death

17 certificate remotely based on the death information

18 provide by the home.  That's standard practice, I

19 was told.

20             Even the funeral homes changed their

21 processes, and they did not go into the nursing

22 home for the body transfers.

23             There was no boots on the ground.  No

24 army came to help us.

25             My grandmother was buried without a
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 1 single thing from her nursing home.  No favourite

 2 hat, no scarf, no nothing.  This is after 111 years

 3 of living.  The funeral was six of us, and I

 4 conducted the service at the grave site.  It was

 5 raining, and it was as if the angels were crying.

 6             At the end of April, beginning of May,

 7 the nursing home started to stabilise with a few

 8 resources trickling in.  The hospital nursing team

 9 came May 19th.  They were wonderful.  They did a

10 super job.  The outbreak was over June 5th.  That

11 was two months.

12             My concerns there, my observations, it

13 was a total failure, assistance failure.  It was a

14 total system failure provincially, public health,

15 everywhere.  Messages were not clear.  They were

16 mixed, and they weren't -- they weren't truthful.

17 And, yeah, my concern was there was no -- no one

18 going in.  But there were a lot of bodies coming

19 out.

20             And right now as I see the nursing

21 homes, I do think that there are a lot of seniors

22 that do care, and they have to do the testing.  And

23 it would be good if there was testing onsite.

24 However, as you can see, our nursing home took a

25 really big hit.  And so, of course, they are very
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 1 cautious.  And they're doing not just the minimum,

 2 they're doing more than that, because it was a

 3 traumatic experience for everyone as a family.

 4 Right?  As staff, everyone, residents that survived

 5 and families that are gone, well, they're gone.

 6 But it was traumatic.  They're taking more

 7 precaution than usual.  But if you do take more

 8 precautions as well, there are other issues that

 9 also come about that we'll speak about later.  That

10 is my experience.

11             MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 3.

12             Participant 4?  You're still muted.

13 There you go.

14             PARTICIPANT 4:  There we go.  Am I

15 un-muted now?

16             MS. BIANCHI:  You are.

17             PARTICIPANT 4:  Okay.  I'm just trying

18 to decompress after these -- the first stories.

19             My mother is a 91-year-old black woman

20 that was born in the southern part of the

21 United States under Jim Crowe.  I need to preface

22 this, because there was a lot of pre-COVID things

23 that happened that brought my sort of -- my mom's

24 experience to sort of different place.

25             So during the intake process, I had
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 1 mentioned to the person that was doing the intake

 2 about the fact that my mom had grew -- grew up in

 3 the deep south of the United States under Jim

 4 Crowe, and there was a couple of incidents that

 5 happened in her life that they needed to take into

 6 consideration when they were doing her care.

 7             At a very young age, my mom had been

 8 pushed off of a bridge into a shallow area of a

 9 river -- excuse me -- by some young white boys.  So

10 because of that fact, it was important for them to

11 pay attention that they needed to pay attention and

12 not get water into my mom's face and her nose and

13 ears and eyes and things like that.  And they did

14 put this information on her chart.  And that I'd

15 also suggested to them that she should not be

16 lowered to a bath by a lift, because she wouldn't

17 be able to judge the depth of the water and things

18 like that.

19             My mom also has dementia and severe

20 arthritis.  Absolutely no cartilage in her knees.

21 She's actually on a fentanyl patch.  It took us

22 several months to get her pain under control.

23             The second thing was that my mom had

24 been raped twice as a teenager and that it was

25 important that they not have men involved in my
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 1 mom's care.  But just to show you how blatant they

 2 were in the care of Mom and disregard or respect

 3 for her or have any cultural sensitively

 4 whatsoever, men did participate in her bathing and

 5 her dressing.

 6             There was another incident that

 7 happened, probably one of the most important -- not

 8 the most important ones, but the one that really

 9 shocked me.  I'd arrived at the care.  I came in

10 every day to see my mom.  My mom's been in this

11 care home now for almost four years.  As I was

12 coming in, I could hear a person screaming; it

13 sounded just like my mom.  I -- so I was going past

14 some of the residents, and they all seemed quite

15 frightened.  My mom was shouting, screaming, leave

16 me alone.  Don't touch me.  Get out.  Things like

17 that.

18             I banged on the door of the bathroom,

19 because they had it locked.  They did unlock the

20 door, and what I saw -- my mom was naked sitting on

21 a commode, and they were hosing her down, because

22 she was incontinent.  I asked them to just leave,

23 and I would take it from here.  I was in such a

24 shock.  My mom was frightened.  She was shivering.

25 She was afraid.
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 1             The only time I'd ever seen an incident

 2 like that in my entire life was during the civil

 3 rights movement in the southern part of the

 4 United States where they actually used hoses on the

 5 people.  And that's what they had done to my mom.

 6             What -- what actually hurt worse was

 7 the fact that when the nurse had come into the

 8 room, into the bathing room as I was trying to calm

 9 my mom down -- I don't know if you've ever seen the

10 face of someone who is totally traumatised and in

11 such a fear that they're looking at you, but

12 they're not actually looking at you, they're

13 looking right through you.  And that's how it was

14 for my mom, shaking and shivering.  The nurse

15 practitioner had come in and very simply said, we

16 need this room for another resident.

17             The next incident that happened -- and

18 I -- I think it's important to point out here is

19 that I had already told them about the water.  So

20 here they took total disregard for all these kinds

21 of things when they're hosing down like that, and

22 it seemed normal to them.  They were just simply

23 doing their job.  They saw nothing absolutely wrong

24 with this whatsoever.

25             The next incident was I'd come in for
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 1 my regular visit.  I come down the hall.  I hear my

 2 mom screaming the exact same words, leave me alone.

 3 Don't touch me.  Get away from me.  I walk around

 4 the corner.  I walk into her room.  There's two

 5 PSWs, one on each side of her, and they're pulling

 6 on her clothes, trying to get her undressed.

 7 There's a third PSW standing with the lift ready to

 8 lift her out of the bed.  At that time, they

 9 knocked down a cross that I had hung over her bed,

10 and it totally shattered.  At the same time, I said

11 to them in a calm manner, I'll take it from here.

12             The girl that -- by the lift made it --

13 made it a point to make sure that I understood how

14 upset she was that for somehow, they were seeing

15 Mom as the aggressor here, not themselves.  And

16 just to give you an impact of this, my mom's

17 clothes were actually torn.  In the care conference

18 when I had mentioned these things, including -- the

19 suggestion was -- and this was actually in front

20 of -- I had SGR -- specialised geriatrics

21 services -- and behavioral services also involved

22 in this too because of the dementia.  It was

23 actually suggested that they put Mom back on the

24 wait list for long-term care.  That's what they had

25 suggested to me after my complaints.
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 1             Now, this was shortly -- a lot of these

 2 things were still going on just shortly before the

 3 COVID outbreak.

 4             When the COVID outbreak come, we were

 5 in it, I guess, after the lockdown maybe three

 6 weeks, and I received a phone call from one of the

 7 nurses, and they left a message on my cell phone

 8 saying that Mom was showing signs of COVID.  At

 9 that point -- and this was on the street as I was

10 answering the phone.  I was beside myself.  I

11 didn't actually know what to do.  I didn't know

12 what to say.  I couldn't go to see her, because it

13 was a total lockdown.  They left a message.  They

14 didn't actually make sure they got through to me.

15 I thought that was so insensitive, I actually wrote

16 a letter about it, which I didn't get a response

17 to.

18             So the reason I mention these things is

19 that in my case, when the pandemic broke out, my

20 first and -- because I was seeing my mom every day,

21 and they were doing these things even when I was

22 showing up -- what was happening to my mom with me

23 not there to protect her, with me not watching over

24 her, with them knowing that now they have full

25 reign and they could do whatever they wanted to my
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 1 mom without any recourse because I'm not there.

 2             Now, when I had gone in after the

 3 lockdown was lifted, and I was able to see her --

 4 this was before -- or after the -- the -- we were

 5 able to do the outdoor visit.  Once we were able to

 6 go inside, there was seven pairs of trousers that

 7 were torn, shredded.  One top was actually cut with

 8 a pair of scissors.  So these were things -- so my

 9 biggest fear had become realised through the

10 pandemic that they had been able to do whatever

11 they wanted.

12             But this also, I think, more

13 importantly, puts us in the situation where we talk

14 about staffing levels and the pressures and the

15 fact they're focussing so much on ADLs, that

16 they're not taking any care.  When I walk into the

17 home now and I was there to see my mom, I was able

18 to do some things now, because I was able to touch

19 her.  And Vaseline is my mom's favourite thing, so

20 I get to put that on her hair, arms, and fingers,

21 same with her legs and feet and toes.  And she

22 really enjoys that.

23             As a matter of fact, one of the things

24 I noticed after the lockdown being able to go see

25 my mom, cognitively, she had declined tremendously,
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 1 number one.  Number two, her speech had changed.

 2 She was basically just mumbling at this point.  And

 3 I remember one of -- the director of nursing saying

 4 to me, it's so much better on the floors now

 5 without the families coming in, because I think

 6 what was happening was the residents were

 7 becoming -- what did she call it -- overstimulated.

 8 Because I had mentioned that when I'd walked into

 9 the home for the first time after that long time, I

10 thought to myself it's like a black cloud hanging

11 over in here.  And this is how she responded to us:

12 Maybe everybody's just simply depressed.

13             MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 4, can I

14 interrupt you here?

15             PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah.  I'm terribly

16 sorry.

17             MS. BIANCHI:  Your story is compelling,

18 and we want to hear it, but we also have to move

19 on --

20             PARTICIPANT 4:  Sure.

21             MS. BIANCHI:  -- to hear from others.

22 You'll have an opportunity to share thoughts about

23 how the situation went.

24             PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah.

25             MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks so much.
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 1             PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah, no problem.

 2             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.

 3             Participant 5?

 4             PARTICIPANT 5:  Un-mute.  Okay.  I want

 5 to keep my eye on the time here.

 6             I was a PSW for over 25 years.  And my

 7 husband started to show cognitive problems about

 8 seven years ago, and I cared for him until I was

 9 close to a breakdown.  I need to say that he was a

10 beautiful person, very well loved, and very well

11 thought of in our community.  It's a small

12 community, and he lived here all his life.

13             He was diagnosed a couple years ago

14 with Lewy Body Dementia and Sorosis of the liver.

15 He -- from an early childhood, he was into drugs

16 when he was young in the '60s and picked it up.  I

17 was very close to a breakdown when I had to put him

18 in a hospital because of encelopathy [sic] --

19 hepatic encelopathy from the liver, and I could not

20 care for him anymore.

21             So he was in continuing care at the

22 hospital for a while until they found a bed for

23 him.  But before the pandemic, I saw him probably

24 six hours a day every day.  We would do all the

25 activities together.
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 1             I was his person.  He had been

 2 abandoned a lot when he was younger, and he had a

 3 traumatic childhood.  So in his dementia, he -- I

 4 was the person -- he was very fearful that I would

 5 leave him too.  And so he -- he would look for me

 6 at night in his hallucinations.  He would think,

 7 oh, I'm -- I'm looking for you last night, and you

 8 didn't show or you didn't wave to me or talk to me.

 9 And so we'd have to talk about that.  But we spent

10 our days watching a movie, snuggling on the bed,

11 just talking about his hallucinations like they

12 were real life, talking about his mom and how she

13 was on vacation and couldn't possibly come to see

14 him.  She was passed away.

15             So when the pandemic happened, he was

16 still in the hospital.  And I couldn't see him, so

17 we set up some every day video time.  And then they

18 found a bed in a nursing home, and I didn't really

19 want to, but I was kind of forced into sending him.

20 He went all by himself.  He was frantic.  He didn't

21 know where I was.  He was just beside himself.  It

22 took them three days to calm him down and me

23 talking to him on the phone and video chatting and

24 finally that and CBD oil, that -- that helped a

25 lot.  His biggest fear was that I was leaving him.
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 1 So when the pandemic hit, that's what he thought.

 2 He was just traumatised.

 3             I -- every time they would let us have

 4 video chats, which was only once -- once a day for

 5 the first couple of -- first month, and then after

 6 that, it was just once a week, I would just

 7 re-establish that -- all I was doing was

 8 re-establishing that I loved him.  I sent him

 9 little sayings to put on the wall, I love you.

10 We -- we're lovers forever.  Pictures, whatever I

11 could do.

12             But in June, end of June, he was

13 looking for me.  He got out of bed.  He didn't

14 remember that he couldn't walk.  His bed alarm went

15 off and nobody responded and he fell and broke his

16 hip.  And after that happened, it was downhill from

17 there.  He could not -- he couldn't function, and

18 he was -- they sent him to another city for the

19 surgery, 'cause they didn't have a surgeon

20 available at the time.

21             He languished there for a week.  He

22 finally had the surgery.  They sent him back to the

23 hospital here, and he languished there for another

24 week, because they didn't have an isolation room at

25 the -- at the home.  I could not see him, which was
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 1 the hardest thing.  I couldn't even talk to him,

 2 because he didn't know how to use the phone.

 3             So I -- I started mailing him letters,

 4 love letters with my -- my photo on them to let him

 5 know I was still loving him.  Sorry.

 6             MS. BIANCHI:  No.  Thank you.

 7             PARTICIPANT 5:  I have sent them --

 8 sent them a letter telling them all about him, and

 9 they ignored everything I had written in it.  At

10 the home, they treated him like he was just a --

11 that they were warehousing him.  You know, like,

12 all the residents, we have -- we have to do this

13 now.  We have to do that.  They would ask him what

14 he wanted to do.  He didn't know.  Like, you can't

15 ask a dementia patient if they want to have physio.

16 You have to make it sound like it's a fun thing to

17 do and that we're all going to do it.

18             Anyway, I -- I -- I -- I -- my biggest

19 concern is that he would just forget that he loved

20 me and that I loved him.

21             So in the end, they let me see him

22 before he passed.  He got back to the home, and

23 they let me see him.

24             And he -- they didn't -- they wouldn't

25 let him have pain medication.  They kept stalling.
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 1 I don't know why, but they kept stalling, and I

 2 kept begging them for it.  So his last two weeks,

 3 he suffered very, very seriously.  I'm sorry.

 4             Anyway, I feel like this pandemic, if

 5 they had heard his alarm, if they had enough staff

 6 to answer him, he would have been all right.  But

 7 they just didn't have enough people.  I'm sorry.

 8 I -- I -- that's all I have to say.

 9             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.  I'm very

10 sorry about your loss, Participant 5.

11             PARTICIPANT 5:  Thank you.

12             MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks for sharing your

13 story.

14             Participant 6?

15             PARTICIPANT 6:  I'm going to un-mute

16 myself.  I have a slightly different vantage point

17 from everybody else so far.

18             First, thank you for the Long-Term

19 Commission for listening to me speak, and I wish to

20 express my sympathy for those who have lost loved

21 ones.

22             So my father has been -- had been in

23 long-term care for about four years, and he was

24 universally loved by all who looked after him.

25 Very low stress.  Always -- always has been very
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 1 low stress.

 2             For reasons unconnected to the nursing

 3 home, I installed a granny cam after about the

 4 first six months of his living there with, you

 5 know, obeying all laws and the appropriate people

 6 being aware of the fact that there was a granny cam

 7 in the room.  It was unidirectional.  I could

 8 oversee his care and make sure nothing bad was

 9 happening.  But I couldn't interact with him, and I

10 could not interact with the staff.  It was just

11 quietly sitting there in the corner.

12             After the shutdown, which for my father

13 was on his birthday -- 96th birthday, I began to

14 watch what was going on more carefully.  At first,

15 I was unconcerned, because this is not the first

16 time I've witnessed a family member go through a

17 shut down for an infectious disease, and I thought

18 it would last a week or two.

19             It became clear that people were not

20 even entering his room.  His curtains remained

21 dark, and his lights were off all day.  He lay in

22 bed in his pajamas.  Although he was then capable

23 occasionally over toileting himself, he lost muscle

24 tone.  He suffers from dementia, so he lost the

25 will to get out of bed.  And I assume things
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 1 smelled terribly.

 2             Close around the middle of April, I

 3 began to worry he would starve to death.  People

 4 were bring bringing him -- not frequently, but they

 5 were bringing him closed styrofoam containers and

 6 dumping them out of his reach on the tray and

 7 leaving the room.  And with his dementia, he had no

 8 way of knowing there was food inside, and nobody

 9 was prompting him.  And like I say, nobody turned

10 on the lights.

11             So being in the -- the networking

12 field -- I work in IT -- I managed in the middle of

13 the shutdown -- so all the stores are shut down --

14 to procure a point of sales stand and a tablet.  I

15 got someone in the hardware department to carry it

16 in and place it in and to point it at him.  I

17 cannot tell you -- it took about a week before he

18 recognised me as being on the other end of what we

19 are now doing today.  And he looks at me and goes,

20 [Participant 6], is that you?  And I was overjoyed.

21             But for the most part, he began to

22 sink.  He showed all of the classic -- non-classic

23 symptoms of COVID, which nobody was paying

24 attention to.  And by that, I mean that they --

25 that the symptoms we were all looking out for was
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 1 for respiratory infection.  None of us were looking

 2 for refusal to eat, delirium, rapid heart rate, low

 3 oxygen.  Nobody was testing him for these things.

 4             And then I got word that -- that --

 5 that they expected him to pass, and I was invited

 6 to come in and sit with him while he died.  So I

 7 went in and did that and looked around me and said,

 8 there's food in the room; I'm going to dump it into

 9 his mouth.

10             By this time, he was completely

11 unconscious, lying flat in bed, staring at the

12 ceiling, not moving at all.  And many hours at a

13 time, his jaws would be clenched shut, so you

14 couldn't get anything in.  But every now and then,

15 gasping for oxygen, his mouth would open, and I

16 could put in some chocolate pudding.  And I did

17 that for four days, at which point of time, he was

18 deemed to be out of danger of death.

19             But I realised he was badly

20 malnourished.  He was badly dehydrated.  Not being

21 in the medical field, I had to do my own research

22 and determined what he probably needed was

23 hypodermoclysis.  I had to advocate a doctor who

24 refused to give me his telephone number.  I had to

25 call into nurses' dens, where the phones were never
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 1 answered and the voicemail got filled.  Eventually

 2 I got him the hypodermoclysis.  And it fell out,

 3 and you'd start the whole thing all over again.

 4 So, you know, this has -- and this has been a

 5 nightmare.

 6             At one point in time, my father said to

 7 me, I don't want to tell you what I'm thinking;

 8 it's selfish, and I believe he wanted to die.  But

 9 we'll never know for sure.

10             As staffing slowly began to return.  I

11 was able to use the tablet and to have

12 bidirectional communication, not with -- just with

13 my father, but as it turned out, with the staff.  I

14 could begin to direct them to feed him.  I could

15 direct them to change his diaper and direct them to

16 do those things they simply were not doing.

17             I still could not reach the nurse's

18 den.  I still could not reach the executive

19 downstairs, who I believe had decided for

20 somebody's safety they would never go upstairs but

21 also simply never answered the phone.

22             So that was my past.  I -- I've learned

23 a lot about long-term care, and I've learned a lot

24 about how -- how families can manage it.  And I

25 hope within the next round of questions, I can talk
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 1 to you about what worked, what could work if only

 2 nursing homes were required to not turn it off, and

 3 how much more families could be a part of care when

 4 staffing is short.

 5             MS. BIANCHI:  I myself was on mute.

 6             Thank you so much, Participant 6.

 7 There will be an opportunity in the second round to

 8 share ideas about improving the system.  So I'm

 9 going to turn it over to participant 7 now, but

10 thank you.

11             PARTICIPANT 7:  Thank you, very much.

12 Thank you for the opportunity to speak at today's

13 meeting.  And, similarly, my condolences to

14 everyone who lost someone.

15             At the start of the pandemic, my

16 86-year-old father had been in long-term care four

17 and a half months.  There was a period at the start

18 of the pandemic where we did not see my father for

19 four months because of restrictions imposed by the

20 province.  Fortunately, the long-term care home

21 facilitated Facetime sessions several times a week.

22 And as has been mentioned by other participants,

23 that was a saving grace and continues to be a

24 saving grace.

25             The pandemic has seriously affected
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 1 both my father's cognitive and physical health.

 2 One of the nurses on his floor remarked that my

 3 father, who has advanced Alzheimer's, has shown

 4 significant cognitive decline after not having

 5 contact with family in person for several months.

 6             There have been at least three

 7 outbreaks at the long-term care centre where my

 8 father lives.  Most of these have been when one

 9 staff member tested positive.  The most significant

10 outbreak for the centre and for my family was the

11 outbreak at the end of October of last year.  The

12 outbreak was on my father's floor.

13             23 of 29 residents on his floor tested

14 positive.  Four died.  18 staff tested positive.

15 The staff who tested positive were not all on Dad's

16 floor, but 95 percent of them were.  We were

17 hopeful that my father would not test positive, as

18 before this outbreak, he was independent --

19 increasingly unsteady on his feet but independent.

20             On Friday, October 30th, we were

21 notified he had tested positive.  And on Tuesday,

22 November 3rd, his 86th birthday, my mother and I

23 waved as we called him on my cell phone.  He was

24 too weak to stand and could barely wave.  His

25 testing positive to COVID and steady decline
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 1 occurred during the one-year anniversary of his

 2 moving into long-term care.

 3             It was not clear he would pull through.

 4 He developed pneumonia as a complication of the

 5 COVID.  We know we are extremely fortunate that Dad

 6 made it through.  For several weeks, he was very

 7 reliant on a wheelchair and now has a walker and

 8 has a sleep after lunch.  He feels very tired --

 9 quite frankly, exhausted.  Cognitively, he has been

10 affected, but once again, we know we are extremely

11 fortunate that Dad pulled through.

12             My mother and I made a decision to see

13 him -- separately of course -- to help with feeding

14 when it -- it wasn't clear he would pull through.

15 She would go in twice a day; I would go in once.

16 We brought in food, as the food being served to him

17 was appalling, and some of it -- spare ribs -- was

18 impossible for him to eat, as he was essentially on

19 a liquid diet and then shifted to soft foods.

20 Obviously, I spoke to staff about his nutritional

21 needs.  Rather appalling that I needed to do that.

22             Since we made the decision to go in

23 when it wasn't clear that he would pull through,

24 one of us has gone in every day except this last

25 Saturday, when we had a major snow storm here in
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 1 Ottawa.  We feel that we are having to act as

 2 advocates for my father.  My father is living in a

 3 non-profit long-term care home.  It is very well

 4 regarded in Ottawa and likely well regarded in the

 5 province.  We think highly of the staff, although

 6 in my opinion, it was staff that brought the virus

 7 into the building.

 8             The Premier and the Ministry provided

 9 very regular updates on the province's response to

10 tackling the pandemic, including the situation in

11 long-term care.  Yet during the first wave of the

12 pandemic, the most regular updates from management

13 at Dad's long-term care home were one liners

14 saying, we are COVID free, as if that were enough

15 information.

16             Even though he is in a non-profit

17 long-term care centre, my parents are paying a

18 significant amount of money on a monthly basis for

19 his care.  And yet we are having to advocate on his

20 behalf -- without doubt, there are others who have

21 been far more affected -- that each person in

22 long-term care is an individual with their own

23 needs and rights.  Each and every person is

24 important.

25             Thank you.
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 1             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 7.

 2             Participant 8?

 3             PARTICIPANT 8:  Okay.  Hi.  I'll try to

 4 be cognisant of time.  I know we're running over.

 5 This is a photo of my mom.  She was 73, a retired

 6 nurse, probably the strongest, most resilient,

 7 independent, smartest women I ever knew.  And

 8 she -- I grew up to be like that too long before

 9 Dove commercials told us we should be strong,

10 independent women.

11             She was orphaned at a young age.  She

12 lost her parents and her sister all before she was

13 eight.  She grew up in an abusive house with a

14 stepparent, but she still rose above all that to be

15 the resilient and amazing woman that she was.

16             So it was very heartbreaking at the end

17 of her life she had to suffer through dementia and

18 die in long-term care.  My mom and I were very

19 close.  She didn't have any other family.  And when

20 she started showing signs of cognitive decline and

21 when I knew she couldn't live alone anymore, she

22 moved in with me and my family.  So she lived with

23 us for two years.

24             When we grew up, she made me promise I

25 would never put her in a retirement home or
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 1 long-term care, and I really, really tried to stick

 2 to that.  But there came a point where it was just

 3 too difficult.  I was working.  I have two kids.

 4 It was difficult on my kids with my mom.  So we

 5 made the difficult decision to go to long-term

 6 care.

 7             Like many others, the care home was

 8 actually wonderful.  You know, very compassionate

 9 staff, you know, lots of activities.  I -- I ended

10 up resigning from my job at the time, because I

11 needed to spend more time with her.  I felt very

12 guilty.  I just wanted to break up the monotony of

13 being in long-term care.  We would go for drives.

14 It was very important for me that she would walk.

15 I saw with my own eyes a little too often people

16 being admitted to long-term care and very quickly

17 going from walking to a wheelchair, and I wanted to

18 make sure that she was always walked and her legs

19 were quite strong.

20             So, you know, for me, one of the

21 biggest issues for when the pandemic first struck

22 was -- and I'm sure everybody is in the same

23 boat -- was sudden shutdown from access to your

24 loved one.  Right?  So the question is, you know,

25 your experience caring for long-term -- during the
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 1 pandemic, but the issue is we weren't allowed to

 2 care for our loved ones.

 3             So, you know, with someone with

 4 dementia like my mother and everybody else in her

 5 ward, they don't understand.  They don't understand

 6 the pandemic.  They don't understand why you can't

 7 be there every day, you know, why the walks have

 8 disappeared, why the outings have disappeared, and

 9 it is heartbreaking.  Not just for them because

10 they can't understand, but for us because we can

11 see them deteriorate.

12             I was lucky in that my mom was on a

13 ground floor ward, so I could do window visits, you

14 know, quite regularly, and I could check in on her

15 care.  And it was really sad, because she would be

16 excited to see me and wave for me to come in, but

17 she couldn't explain why -- why I wasn't going in.

18             And then over the weeks, you could see

19 with your own eyes just how quickly they

20 deteriorate when they don't have that stimulation

21 that they need.  Because I was there so regularly,

22 I would get to know the residents, so I would go

23 from window to window and knock and check in.  And

24 it was phenomenal how quickly these people

25 deteriorated.  And, yeah, like, half -- half the
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 1 people on her ward were probably already in

 2 wheelchairs, and maybe, you know, five or six who

 3 were not.  Those who were not were very quickly in

 4 a wheelchair within, I'm sure, those ten weeks of

 5 the lockdown, because they were not getting the

 6 physical activity they needed.  And it was quite

 7 shocking.

 8             So for me, like, we all know staffing

 9 is an issue, but there has to be a way for

10 families -- at least one loved one to get in there

11 and be with the resident.  I know it's not the

12 intention, but it's -- it's a form of elder abuse,

13 and it's very emotionally abusive on the loved ones

14 as well, even though we know the intention is to

15 keep them safe.

16             But I'm sure we're all -- we would all

17 happily take a rapid test, we would all happily

18 wear PPE just to be in there with them to help them

19 through this.

20             Now, my mom, she tested negative when

21 the pandemic first started, so for all of us on her

22 ward, there wasn't many people that tested

23 positive.  Great.  This ward seems good, trying to

24 keep it that way.  And I think one of the -- like,

25 Sunny Brook Hospital came in with their infectious
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 1 control and tried to put in all the protocols.  And

 2 I remember saying, please, just let -- my goal now

 3 is to keep her negative.

 4             But then, you know, two months after

 5 all these protocols were put in place, five people

 6 in a row on her ward tested positive, including my

 7 mom.  And because I was able to do window visits, I

 8 just looked in one day, and she looked deathly ill.

 9             And then somebody who was very

10 compassionate at the front allowed me to go in so I

11 was able to spend the last three days with her, and

12 I was there when she died.  And I thank God that I

13 had that opportunity.  And if I didn't, it would

14 be -- I would be inconsolable.  And I just can't

15 imagine what other loved ones who have to think

16 about their parents and loved ones dying alone have

17 been through.

18             In terms of moving forward, what

19 concerns me -- I mean, my mom, it's a little too

20 late, but I'm very worried about the current

21 outbreaks.  A little less worried now that people

22 are getting vaccinated, but I was a little more

23 forgiving in -- in the first wave.  The pandemic

24 was new.  We didn't have enough PPE.  We didn't

25 have enough rapid testing.  But I thought, my
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 1 goodness, we're going to -- they've got to be ready

 2 for the second wave.  They should have learned from

 3 the first wave what to do.

 4             So I was shocked with all the current

 5 outbreaks that were happening in the -- in the

 6 long-term care homes.  So, you know, hopefully with

 7 the Commission, you can find out why that is.

 8             I have some of my own thoughts, which I

 9 can share, but -- and one of them -- and I know I'm

10 already over time -- is the work flow is not

11 conducive to -- to frequent changing of PPE.  I

12 studied human behavior for a living, and in the

13 three days I was there with my mom in her -- in her

14 final days, staff, they don't spend enough time

15 with residents.  They have to go from room to room,

16 and it's very quick.  So you go in, you provide a

17 little bit of care, you come out, you provide a

18 little bit of care, you come out.  To be -- to have

19 to change all that PPE for room, people aren't

20 going to do it.  And I saw people not doing it.

21             It's -- and -- and my guess is that's

22 how everybody on her side of the wing got COVID.

23 So that's my experience, anyway, and -- and the

24 insights that I learned being inside.

25             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.
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 1             Participant 9 on the phone, it's your

 2 turn if you'd like to get off mute.

 3             PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello?

 4             MS. BIANCHI:  Hi, there.

 5             PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello.

 6             MS. BIANCHI:  Yes.  Hi.

 7             PARTICIPANT 9:  Hi, I'm terribly sorry.

 8 I wasn't sure if I was un-muted.  I had just jumped

 9 in the car to try to warm it up, but I will park it

10 now and start talking.  Firstly, I would like to

11 say, obviously, with regards to people saying that

12 they thought their facilities were excellent but

13 then they had X number of cases in their

14 facilities, COVID doesn't enter a facility.  It

15 doesn't magically, spontaneously appear.  COVID is

16 brought into facilities.

17             And then with good management, it can

18 be contained.  And this has occurred in some

19 facilities where a staff member was positive, and

20 then there were absolutely no resident cases.  Or

21 early on when a lot of it wasn't understood, there

22 were a few resident cases but immediately

23 contained, and there were no further incidents.

24             Having said that, I do have a

25 healthcare background.  I have worked in long-term
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 1 care.  My mother is in a facility that, during the

 2 first wave, had 75 percent of the resident

 3 population infected by COVID.  21 percent of the

 4 residents passed, and 34 percent -- or, sorry, 37

 5 percent of the staff were infected.  The facility

 6 indicated that they had adequate PPE.  So the only

 7 excuse for the two months of outbreak and the three

 8 months of lockdown was due to the fact that the --

 9 basically incompetence, that the staff were not

10 performing their due diligence with regards to the

11 use of PPE and practicing body substance

12 precaution.

13             Having said that, of course, not all

14 healthcare workers are heros, unfortunately.  Like

15 I said, any facility that had a prolonged outbreak,

16 it was due to either the inadequate amount of PPE

17 or, as just mentioned by -- by the previous

18 Participant Number 8, staff not following proper

19 protocol.

20             In my mother's facility, a staff member

21 did inform me that the director of care, head nurse

22 for the facility, had directed the staff to only

23 remove the PPE when they were leaving rooms of

24 infected residents.  Now we know how silly that is,

25 because obviously not everybody is showing signs
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 1 the minute they are exposed and that there are

 2 asymptomatic carriers.  So that direction was

 3 grossly inappropriate and showed incompetence on

 4 the level of director of care, who since had been

 5 moved from that facility to another facility owned

 6 by the same company but not in a nursing position.

 7             With regards to -- let me see -- the --

 8 the experience of the pandemic in general, the

 9 facility that I'm speaking of went into --

10 announced their lockdown on March 12th that they

11 were going into lockdown on the 14th.  By the 28th

12 of March, which would have been the 14 days passed

13 the incubation period for the disease at that

14 point -- we now know it's shorter now, but at that

15 point, we were dealing with a 14-day incubation

16 period.  By day 14, there were zero cases in the

17 building.  It wasn't until day 18 that a positive

18 case presented, meaning that the infection entered

19 the building during their supposed lockdown period.

20             I also learned at that point that there

21 were two residents that left the building for non

22 medical reasons -- for pleasure -- during the

23 supposed lockdown.

24             What else here?

25             Having said that, you know, it -- it --
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 1 there -- it's up in the air as to whether or not

 2 the infection actually was brought in by a staff

 3 member or by a resident.  Of course, it was my

 4 mother's floor that was -- had the first positive

 5 resident case, and it was my mother's floor that

 6 was the worst hit.

 7             I had been complaining for quite some

 8 time about the staff on the evening shift, the PSW

 9 staff on that floor, having some -- some valid

10 concerns with regards to -- to their performance,

11 and, again, it ended up being the worst hit floor.

12             At my mother's dining table of four,

13 the other three members all contracted COVID.  One

14 passed.  My mother did not contract it.  And

15 someone made a comment to me that my mother must

16 have been wrapped in cellophane on that floor,

17 because there's no way that she should have --

18 should have survived being exposed to three people

19 at her dining table with COVID.

20             As I mentioned, so they went into

21 lockdown on April the 1st -- or, sorry, they went

22 into quarantine on April the 1st.  My mother has a

23 courtyard room.  So for those of you who were

24 jumping up and down at a window, I had the

25 inability to even see my mother, because her
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 1 room -- the only way you could look at her window

 2 was if you walked inside the building to access the

 3 courtyard that was -- a small courtyard that was

 4 surrounded by the building.

 5             During the outbreak, while they were in

 6 the pinnacle of their outbreak, they elected to

 7 commence construction of a third level of the

 8 facility.  So fencing was put up around the

 9 perimeter of the ground out to the sidewalk, which

10 was a considerable distance, because they're

11 putting a retirement residence in front of the

12 long-term care facility.  So you can imagine where

13 the fence was located.

14             When they finally got out of quarantine

15 but were still in lockdown, the only way I could

16 wave to my mother was if I stood on a sidewalk on

17 the other side of the fence.  Their outdoor access

18 for that second floor is a balcony.  Unfortunately

19 because of construction, they decided to plop

20 machinery right in front of the balcony.  Although

21 there were other places they could have placed it,

22 they elected to do it in the only place where the

23 residents had any access to fresh air .

24             MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 9, sorry to

25 interrupt you.  Are you about to turn to your
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 1 thoughts about recommendations?  Because it's hard

 2 to --

 3             PARTICIPANT 9:  No.

 4             MS. BIANCHI:  -- tell with you, because

 5 you're on the phone.

 6             PARTICIPANT 9:  No.  I'm sorry.  No,

 7 no, no.  No.

 8             With regards to the visits -- because

 9 I'm still on question number one, experience caring

10 for pandemic and how it affects myself and my

11 mother.  With regards to visits, once visiting was

12 actually allowed, of course as you all know, it was

13 outdoors.  While we sat under the entrance awning

14 in front of the front door, that's where our -- our

15 visits were -- were placed outside.  Sitting at a

16 table approximately 8 to 10 feet apart with a

17 Plexiglass in between, I was expected to have a

18 COVID test, and I was also expected to wear a mask,

19 which is fine.  I think the COVID test was a bit of

20 overkill.

21             But my point is while we were sitting

22 there and the rain started to come down, there were

23 individuals walking into the building at another

24 entrance to use the hair salon.  And they didn't

25 require testing, yet I was outside wearing an
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 1 N95 -- NIOSH grade N95 mask with 10 feet away from

 2 my mother with Plexiglass in between us, and I was

 3 expected to get testing.

 4             The testing sometimes took over three

 5 hours in my car up here in the greater Toronto area

 6 to obtain.  And then the results -- on one

 7 occasion, I didn't even get the results in time for

 8 the visit.  I drove all the way -- five highways --

 9 to my mother to visit her, and I was denied the

10 outdoor visits, because I did not have the results

11 of my COVID test.

12             MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.

13             PARTICIPANT 9:  So that -- that's the

14 visit situation.

15             MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Participant 9, I'm

16 sorry to interrupt you again, but we have to move

17 on to the second question.

18             PARTICIPANT 9:  I realise, but I'm

19 hoping to get my four minutes in.

20             I'm being denied -- I'm being denied

21 visitation to my mother, because they claim I'm in

22 a grey zone, and I'm beyond 20 kilometres away from

23 the facility.

24             MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.

25             PARTICIPANT 9:  So, yeah, if anyone can
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 1 say -- cite anything -- I was on the phone today

 2 with -- with the -- I was on with Niagara regional

 3 public health last week, I was on the phone with

 4 the patient ombudsman today, and nobody can seem to

 5 understand or explain to me why as someone who has

 6 NIOSH grade N95 -- I'm not permitted into a

 7 facility.

 8             MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 9, I'm sorry

 9 to interrupt you again, but I think we should take

10 this conversation offline.  I'm happy to -- I'm

11 happy to arrange a phone call with you to have you

12 finish your thoughts about this, but we really need

13 to move on to the second question.

14             PARTICIPANT 9:  That's okay.

15             MS. BIANCHI:  Is that okay?

16             PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah, I'm fine.

17             MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 9.

18             PARTICIPANT 9:  I didn't get to touch

19 on physio or anything else, but okay.  That's fine.

20             MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Thank you.

21             All right.  I'm now going -- thank you,

22 everybody, for your input.  I'm now going to turn

23 it over to my colleague, Alison Drummond, who is

24 going to lead the discussion about the second

25 question.
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 1             MS. DRUMMOND:  So I'll just -- I'll

 2 just quickly go over the second question.  You've

 3 all seen it before, but just so you have it fresh

 4 in your mind.  Reflecting on your experience, is

 5 there anything that could have been done that would

 6 have made the situation better at the time?  And

 7 what's the most important thing that the

 8 commissioners need to know as they consider

 9 recommendations?

10             And I'll go immediately to

11 Participant 1, if I may.

12             PARTICIPANT 1:  Thank you.  The

13 pandemic has highlighted longstanding problems in

14 long-term care.  We've learned a lot during the

15 pandemic.  Most importantly, we can never subject

16 residents and families to the separation and

17 isolation they faced in the first six months of

18 this pandemic.  Every resident must always have the

19 right to an essential caregiver, regardless of

20 outbreak status in the home.

21             Family members who do have access to be

22 with residents must be expected to be tested

23 regularly and to follow infection prevention and

24 control measures put in place to protect residents

25 and staff.
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 1             I believe that every level of

 2 government -- oh, I'm sorry.  I lost my place.

 3 Just give me a second.  I believe that every level

 4 of government is responsible for the tragedy of

 5 deaths in long-term care.  Why didn't they move

 6 COVID positive residents out of the homes as soon

 7 as the test results came back?

 8             In the first wave, our hospitals were

 9 not overwhelmed.  Between waves, they should have

10 been planning and preparing to create isolation

11 facilities for COVID positive residents to be

12 prepared for the second wave.

13             The fewer residents in a home with

14 COVID, the fewer residents will develop it.

15             We must ensure that in future deadly

16 pandemics and epidemics, we have such options.

17             I'm concerned that with the focus on

18 what went wrong during the pandemic, there will

19 only be a band-aid solution to a system that

20 requires true transformation.

21             We know that long-term care homes have

22 been chronically underfunded.  More funding is

23 required to pay staff wages and benefits to

24 recognise the importance of their work.  More

25 funding is required to increase the number of
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 1 frontline staff, who provide care for residents.

 2             Funding is also required to provide

 3 trainings to staff on how to deal with residents

 4 with dementia and complex problems.

 5             The research institute for aging has

 6 some excellent programs, which should be mandatory

 7 training for anyone who is in direct contact with

 8 residents.  And this isn't just PSWs and nurses.

 9 It's recreation staff, cleaning staff, food service

10 staff.  All of them need to know how to deal with

11 dementia.

12             Some of these programs include Living

13 With Dementia Journey, Excellence in

14 Resident-Centered Care, Culture Change Coaching

15 Services -- which is shifting the focus to

16 person-centered care -- and the Choice Plus Program

17 to improve mealtime experience for residents by

18 focusing on relation-centered practices.

19             We can't just focus on providing more

20 hours of care.  The whole system needs a

21 transformation to be more resident-centered and

22 less treatment focussed like the Green House

23 Project or the Butterfly model.

24             The transformation that's required will

25 take time and a lot of money, but I hope it's in
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 1 place by the time I need a position -- I'm in a

 2 position to need long-term care.

 3             We need to take for-profit out of

 4 long-term care.  Every penny that is paid by the

 5 residents or funded by the government must go to

 6 quality care for the residents.  I've always said

 7 that long-term care is not a place where people

 8 want to go to live.  It's a place where people go

 9 to wait to die, and this needs to change.

10             Thank you for this opportunity.

11             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much for

12 those -- those thoughtful recommendations.  We all

13 really appreciate it.

14             I'm going to go to Participant

15 Number 2.  And, of course, anybody who'd like me to

16 go over the question again, just let me know.

17             PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  In -- in

18 view of the limited time available, I'm totally in

19 agreement with everything that Participant Number 1

20 said.

21             I was just reflecting and saying that,

22 you know, is there anything that could have been

23 done that would have been made the situation

24 better?  Definitely.  The Ontario Government and

25 all long-term care homes need to be better prepared
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 1 now and going forward.  As I say, live and learn,

 2 unfortunately.

 3             But I think the designated essential

 4 caregivers that is now in place and if residents

 5 when they enter a home designate -- identify the

 6 essential caregivers going forward.  And as long as

 7 we are allowed to continue to go into the home and

 8 help our loved one during lockdowns, this will all

 9 be helpful in the future.

10             The -- the main thing I see right now

11 is, again, testing and allowing those designated

12 essential caregivers to be tested at the long-term

13 care home and also to have rapid testing in

14 long-term care homes being done.  I think all these

15 things can be of help.  Thank you.

16             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

17 I'm going to go to -- oh.  I'm going to go to

18 Participant Number 3 now.

19             PARTICIPANT 3:  I echo Participant 1

20 and 2s comments, and I'll try to be brief.

21             Sufficient testing time, shorter

22 turnaround times, PPE, cohorting, a swifter

23 response from public health, and SWAT teams going

24 into the homes would have saved lives .

25             The home requested -- the home is
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 1 requested to do a second terminal cleaning before

 2 the nursing team came.  They were wonderful.  They

 3 did a fantastic job.  However, I wonder how safe it

 4 was in there for the existing staff and residents.

 5 Either it was a safe work environment or it wasn't.

 6             More broadly speaking, I think

 7 solutions must address longstanding systemic

 8 issues, which have been made worse by diminished

 9 oversight and lack of inspections and good

10 inspections.  Shovels in ground, doing more of the

11 same, isn't going to address our problem.  It's,

12 you know, capital C change.

13             The model of care needs the change,

14 and, most importantly, the respect and the

15 treatment of seniors and their care providers, the

16 PSWs, the nurses, need to change.  A remake of

17 long-term care.  Not warehousing people but meeting

18 needs at various stages of life with dignity.

19             There should be no profit motive in

20 care.  Staff model and jobs need to change.  The

21 PSW jobs provide incredibly personal care.  Right?

22 And we -- we -- we haven't recognised their value

23 or paid them appropriately or treated them well.

24 They are committed and caring from what I've seen

25 in the nursing home that -- the two nursing homes
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 1 that my grandmother was in.

 2             PSWs are mostly women and racialised

 3 minorities, who have little voice and political

 4 power.

 5             While the nursing homes were struggling

 6 with staffing and care, they were also burdened

 7 with the additional task of body transfers.  I

 8 was -- motion detected at the front door -- upset

 9 by that.  PSWs need to be regulated, licensed, and

10 trained.  More training skills dealing -- more

11 training and skills dealing with responsive

12 behaviours are required like dementia, depression,

13 bipolar, mental illness, the use of PPE, all of

14 that.

15             Better ratios to focus on relational

16 versus task specific.  PSWs are interested in

17 learning and -- and they want to grow, but the

18 current structure and the system and the resources

19 prevent them from doing that in the current

20 situation.

21             Premier -- prior to Premier Ford, each

22 home had a dedicated -- like, they had to have an

23 RN 24/7.  Now, it's not a requirement anymore.

24             Physiotherapy and occupational therapy,

25 they're not being fully utilised.  People enter
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 1 their home mobile, and then due to expediency,

 2 they're put in wheelchairs, moved around, and they

 3 lose their mobility.  Greater focus on helping

 4 residents continue their current functional levels

 5 versus advancing their decline.

 6             One man I saw visiting his wife daily

 7 for years, and then the nursing home -- motion

 8 detected at the front door -- sorry about that.

 9 The nursing home was very -- he was very tired, and

10 he applied to join his wife, so they were -- they

11 were reunited.  He was the highest functioning

12 resident in -- in the nursing home, but the system

13 didn't allow him to get the necessary support to

14 maintain his current higher level -- level of

15 function.  So he may -- he may have been the

16 healthiest one there.  Yet he was asking for hot

17 water, and he died of COVID.  And his wife also

18 passed away.

19             More vation -- activation staff.  More

20 one-on-one care interaction with the residents are

21 needed.  They need -- and those people need to be

22 trained.  They can't be just a warm body in the

23 home.

24             And family engagement, as we have all

25 talked about, the essential caregivers.  They're so
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 1 important to the life of the residents.

 2 Particularly to non-verbal, non-mobile residents

 3 and residents living with dementia, the lockout of

 4 families is a huge violation of the rights of the

 5 residents.

 6             There's no data that family members

 7 introduce greater risk into the home if they're

 8 properly trained and they get the proper PPE.

 9             Communications, the lack of

10 transparency.  Staff are not provided with timely

11 information and definitely not family members.  I

12 mean, the home tries, but, you know, it's not good.

13             When test results come in, how

14 immediate are they shared with frontline staff and

15 with -- and with families?

16             We're told no news was good news until

17 we heard of deaths in the homes on the TV.  Fast

18 forward that months -- eight months later, hearing

19 about the residents asking for hot water at Tender

20 Care was like deja vu for me.  How could this be so

21 eight months later?  Have we not learned a thing?

22             National standards for infection

23 control, long-term care, ventilation, and more

24 funding and consistent reporting across the country

25 is needed.  All levels of government must change.
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 1 Canada must consider putting provincially driven

 2 long-term care mandates under the Canada Health

 3 Act.

 4             Those are my opinions, and I thank you,

 5 Lord -- I thank you for listening to them.

 6             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,

 7 Participant 3.

 8             Participant 4.

 9             PARTICIPANT 4:  Sorry about that.

10             I echo one, two, and three.  There's

11 only a few things I would add, and that's

12 addressing caregiver burnout, moral dilemma

13 counselling -- because that's been a big thing now

14 that's running through since this COVID, because

15 it's putting the caregivers in -- in positions

16 where they have to make certain choices.  So moral

17 dilemma counselling.

18             There should be some drop-in

19 inspections from some kind of Ministry officials.

20 Just drop-in surprise visits to shake things up a

21 little bit.

22             And also I found at least in the home

23 that my mom is in, that the leadership or even the

24 administrative part of the staffing doesn't do

25 walk-abouts.
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 1             And I think what was already mentioned

 2 was cognitive and behavioral training.

 3             I also think cultural sensitivity

 4 training is also an important thing to address.

 5             That's all I have.  Thank you.

 6             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 7             I'm going to turn to Participant 5.

 8             PARTICIPANT 5:  Hopefully I'll do

 9 better.

10             I'm in total agreement with the first

11 four participants.  I do believe this is a systemic

12 problem that's been going on for decades.  And no

13 one government is to blame totally; they're all in

14 on it.  They're all culpable.

15             A change in mindset.  We are not doing

16 them -- the residents a favour.  They're -- the

17 staff and the administration are not doing the

18 residents a favour by caring for them or a favour

19 to us.  We all owe them.  We have to change the

20 mindset that they deserve a home that they can --

21 they can feel comfortable in, that they can be

22 themselves in, that it's not just convenient for

23 the home administration but that they get to have

24 their own life.  It's a person -- person-centered

25 care is really important, and I feel that is really
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 1 lacking in -- in the residents -- in the facilities

 2 that are out there.

 3             They need to also -- to have -- there's

 4 a pervasive attitude of warehousing the elderly

 5 that needs to change in that mindset.

 6             I also believe that we need to have --

 7 as well as training, there should be someone on

 8 call for behavioral situations with dementia that

 9 they can call and get help with the dementia

10 support groups that are out there, possibly even

11 geriatric psychiatrists on call as well.  I feel

12 those are really important.

13             They need more -- staff needs more

14 training.  I agree with everyone there.  They

15 have -- they -- they -- I don't think that enough

16 care is -- is taken on their -- on their past

17 lives.

18             Like, I introduced my husband with a

19 letter, giving them issues that might rise -- arise

20 because of his past.  And I'm just saying that I

21 believe that they need to take those into

22 consideration.

23             My wish list is that the facilities

24 would be designed in the future to have little

25 shops and -- and cafes that they could wander
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 1 around safely in and feel like they're in -- in

 2 their own life -- having their own life.

 3             Anyway, that's -- that's what I have to

 4 say.

 5             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 6             I'm going to go to Participant 6 now,

 7 please.

 8             PARTICIPANT 6:  Okay.  So I'm going

 9 to -- firstly, I want to echo everything that I

10 heard.  It's all true, especially the caregiver

11 burnout.  It doesn't make things easier when you

12 can see what's happening.

13             Having said that, since this is for

14 family participation, what I'd like to do is

15 specifically address what I think families could do

16 if they were permitted -- even given all of the

17 restrictions that we found ourselves under in the

18 first wave and -- for references that I cannot

19 understand -- again in the wave -- second wave.

20             Is it okay with the moderator that I

21 drop a few links into the chat for people to look

22 at?  I will -- I will go with yes until somebody

23 says no.

24             MS. DRUMMOND:  Or another thing you

25 could do would be to e-mail them to us afterwards,
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 1 and then we'll have a report of it, because the

 2 chat won't be recorded.

 3             PARTICIPANT 6:  Yeah.  I know the chat

 4 won't be recorded, but this is so people can see

 5 what's going on.

 6             I did test this earlier, and it's not

 7 visually stunning, but this is what my phone looks

 8 like.  It's just devoted to apps that allow me to

 9 manage my father's care remotely.  And it's a long

10 way from where it should be, but it's somewhere.

11             So let me start by saying that I think

12 that, for better or worse, the government of

13 Ontario thinks that families have two roles, and

14 one is to assist in care.  And I derive this mostly

15 from directive 3.  And the growing role of

16 essential caregivers as well as the lack of funding

17 for paid caregivers tells me they want us to do

18 this.

19             The second thing we do, whether anybody

20 likes it or not -- and we -- we've all been talking

21 about this -- is we provide oversight for that

22 care.  We -- if we were in there talking to people,

23 we'd know if somebody hadn't eaten.  If we walked

24 in and we saw him in a dirty diaper, we'd get it

25 changed.  If we cannot walk in there, we cannot do
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 1 these things.

 2             So during the shutdown, we had no way

 3 to collaborate.  We had no way to reach people.  My

 4 biggest frustration when I watched my father starve

 5 was I could not call somebody to even open his

 6 curtains.  Nobody would answer the phone.

 7             Since June, I have been told that the

 8 home where he lives wants to revert to that way of

 9 doing business again.  They don't want me to come

10 in.  But they also, you know, demand that if I want

11 to know something about my father's care, that I

12 have to go to the nurse's den, a place I'm not

13 allowed to go to due to infection control concerns.

14             So they effectively cut me off from all

15 information about my father's health.  If I didn't

16 have a camera, you know, these once-a-month visits

17 outdoors -- which has, again, been shut down --

18 would be nonexistent.

19             There are things we can do about this.

20 I've described to you folks the granny cam I put in

21 his room.  I've described to you folks with the

22 tablet I consequently put in there that allowed for

23 bidirectional interaction with my father.  I would

24 then provide him with stimulation.

25             At the time, I thought I was saying
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 1 good-bye in case he died and I didn't get to say

 2 good-bye.  But I quickly learned I could instruct

 3 PSWs.  And since that time, developed a bit of

 4 online relationship with somebody who knew me

 5 before and no longer knows me now.

 6             But there's more we can do.  I think

 7 there's been some press but not enough on issues of

 8 virtual visits by doctors and on the issue of

 9 access to electronic health records.  Anybody who's

10 ever been to visit a doctor knows -- or been to a

11 hospital knows about things like MyChart.  That's

12 actually a patient portal into the electronic

13 health records in Sunny Brook Hospital, where my

14 father is sometimes a patient.  The existing

15 electronic healthcare records in most nursing homes

16 is PointClickCare, and there are existing phone

17 apps that allow you to access PointClickCare.

18 There are partnerships with PointClickCare that

19 allow you to see your resident's recent vitals,

20 your resident's recent diagnosis, your --

21 everything you need to know about your resident.

22             I'm going to draw one example of it in

23 here.  And I'm not doing this to promote their

24 company.  I am doing this, because I think it is so

25 terribly important that people understand what
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 1 could have been possible if only they'd known what

 2 was going on.

 3             So here you go.  So that's one app that

 4 will interact with PointClickCare, and it will

 5 provide people -- I can see this on my phone.  So

 6 if I am out at the grocery store or am at work --

 7 because I still work -- I can see all of his health

 8 in one go.

 9             And virtual visits, since he already

10 has a tablet in place, I don't need to consume any

11 staff time at the nursing home in order for him to

12 have a visit with a doctor.  The only thing that

13 stops that is that the doctor who goes into the

14 building won't do it.  Not he can't.  He won't.

15             So I cannot arrange for a visit in any

16 way other than to come onsite and endanger

17 everybody by bringing in my COVID.

18             My father's nursing home -- I will end

19 with this -- it has 168 beds.  There were 48

20 official deaths by COVID.  72 people actually died

21 in -- in the three-month period of the shutdown.

22 My father had 28 residents on his unit.  There are

23 now eight left alive.  All of them who are left

24 alive used to be able to walk.  None of them do

25 now.
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 1             It is critical that -- you know, given

 2 that it appears to me the Ontario Government is

 3 telling us that we must assist in care and that

 4 there is no other oversight but us, because they

 5 will not send Ministry inspectors into the building

 6 during an outbreak.  The only way that we can

 7 perform these tasks is if the Ministry requires

 8 nursing homes to be open to the installation of

 9 this technology, requires doctors who work in these

10 homes to use the technology so that we can all work

11 together.

12             And worst case scenario, when nobody

13 was feeding my father in the dark, I would tell him

14 to sit up.  I would tell him to look for the white

15 container.  I would tell him there was food in it.

16 He'd no, there isn't.  I said, yes.  You just have

17 to look.

18             So these are things we can do, and I am

19 happy to talk with anybody about what -- where I

20 succeeded but where I could have succeeded if only

21 I had a little cooperation.  And, you know, it's my

22 sympathies to everybody else who were completely in

23 the dark.

24             I'm sure that's more than four minutes,

25 but that's what I have to say.
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 1             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 2 We -- we appreciate hearing about it.

 3             I'm going to go to Participant 7, if I

 4 may.

 5             PARTICIPANT 7:  Thank you, very much.

 6             It concerns me that family members had

 7 to spend so much time advocating for their loved

 8 one.  Imagine residents who have no one to speak to

 9 them.  In hindsight, management needed to provide

10 more frequent, transparent, and substantive updates

11 on the situation and actions taken to address the

12 pandemic at the centre.

13             My father grew up on a farm in rural

14 Sweden in the 1930s and '40s.  In my mind, there is

15 no doubt that this Spartan upbringing gave him the

16 strength to conquer COVID.  None of my immediate

17 family were born in Canada.  We all chose to become

18 Canadian citizens and considered ourselves

19 fortunate to live in this country, in this

20 province, indeed, in this city.

21             You are well aware that much of what is

22 recommended for long-term care has been proposed

23 repeatedly over the course of two decades.  Many of

24 the recommendations remain just as valid now as

25 when they were originally presented.
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 1             I do hope that the Commission will take

 2 bold and actionable recommendations to improve

 3 day-to-day conditions for all long-term residents

 4 in Ontario.

 5             Simply put, long-term care facilities

 6 should provide more substantive regular updates

 7 where -- whether there is a pandemic or not.

 8             Management of long-term care facilities

 9 should be sharing information with families on a

10 regular basis.

11             During outbreaks, activities were

12 stopped.  So the little cognitive stimulation

13 residents had was cut.  This has a devastating

14 impact on residents.  Long-term care facilities

15 must prioritise cognitive stimulation of residents,

16 activities of residents, and family contact.

17             I managed to get a phone installed in

18 my father's room on July 9th.  This greatly

19 improved our connectivity with him.  Contact with

20 family is crucial for residents for their morale

21 and cognitive well-being.

22             When I asked the long-term care home in

23 writing whether an assessment had been carried out

24 as to why an outbreak had so affected one floor, I

25 received a remarkably inadequate reply.
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 1             Residents in long-term centres are

 2 essentially warehoused.  (Audio glitch) said that

 3 during this meeting.  I shudder to think of the

 4 conditions in long-term care centres that are not

 5 top of line.  My father, even with his advance

 6 Alzheimer's and after having fought through COVID,

 7 is one of the most independent on his floor.

 8             Finally, there needs to be more

 9 programming that supports cognitive interaction.

10 Quite frankly, there needs to be more verbal

11 interaction between staff and residents, let alone

12 programming.

13             I joined the family counsel, as we do

14 not feel that we were getting sufficient

15 information on management on actions being taken

16 throughout the pandemic.  I stress my mother and I

17 feel we must act as advocates for my father.

18             Just to echo -- just to say, we're

19 very, very fortunate that we are able to get

20 testing onsite at the long-term care centre, and we

21 do that weekly.

22             And just to say I very much appreciate

23 everyone's thoughts, and thank you for the

24 opportunity to speak today.

25             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you, very much.
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 1             I'm going to go to Participant Number 8

 2 now, if I may.  You're still on mute.  If you go to

 3 the corner of the screen...

 4             PARTICIPANT 8:  That was the saying of

 5 2002 [sic].

 6             I'm not as close anymore to what the

 7 current regulations are in long-term care, given

 8 that my mom passed back in May.  But, you know, in

 9 terms of recommendations moving forward, I think

10 there's, like, the low-hanging fruit, the easy

11 stuff.  Right?  Which is more PPE, more

12 inspections, more frequent testing of staff and --

13 and residents.  I mean, I think that's the easy

14 stuff that everybody knows just has to happen.

15             I do wonder, though, if -- if live

16 streaming or video recording in the hallways might

17 improve compliance, you know, for staff changing

18 their PPE, because, you know, you can pick that up

19 in the hallways when they're going in between

20 rooms.

21             For me personally, I would have liked

22 some protocol on discharge and re-admission.  I

23 know several of us had asked about how do we get

24 our parents out of there so we could keep them

25 safe?  I would have been willing to -- to have
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 1 brought my mom home for a month or two or as long

 2 as I could to keep her safe.

 3             I could not reach anybody who would

 4 give me the answers to that.  And when I finally

 5 did, the -- the -- what we heard was, well, you

 6 can, but then you're back down at the bottom of the

 7 list again.

 8             So in order to get into the good

 9 home -- and -- and the home my mom was in, it was,

10 like, a one- to two-year's waiting list.  Right?

11 So to -- to take her out and then have to go to the

12 bottom of the list, it's just -- it's mind blowing.

13 I mean, that shouldn't be the case.  Right?

14             So there needs to be some protocol for,

15 yes, you can -- in a pandemic, you can take your

16 loved one out.  Some process for readmitting.  I

17 mean, the staff are coming and going, so there must

18 be a process where you can have your loved one

19 tested when they -- when they readmit but keep

20 their bed.  They should not lose that bed.  It is

21 inhumane.  It's already stressful enough, you know,

22 dealing with your parent through the pandemic.  But

23 to also deal with the stress of having to get back

24 on the list is incomprehensible.

25             On a side note, I think there's just --
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 1 just based on the -- the community that -- that I'm

 2 part of -- of -- of loved ones, I think access to

 3 therapy and counselling is going to be needed for a

 4 lot of people after this.  You know, the thought of

 5 your parent dying alone with strangers, I think,

 6 has taken an immeasurable impact on -- on the

 7 welfare and the -- and the mental health of -- of a

 8 lot of caregivers.

 9             To -- to Participant 4's point -- and

10 this is not COVID-related, but I spent a lot of

11 time with my -- with my mom.  And when it comes to

12 the grooming and bathing of seniors with dementia,

13 you can just imagine what that's like, having a

14 stranger bathe you.  And if you're a mom and a

15 senior woman, having a male stranger bathe you and

16 undress you, it's not right.  We have to protect

17 the dignity of these residents.

18             Even when I would go in and help with

19 my mom, I would show them, please, put her robe on

20 when you start to undress her, because otherwise

21 she's standing there -- and I've seen it -- just

22 utterly naked and vulnerable.  And I'm -- like,

23 it's just the little things.  Everyone needs to be

24 trained to put on the robe.  Undress and have them

25 robed so that when they're brought into the -- to
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 1 the shower, that, you know, they feel covered.

 2 And, please, no -- no males for -- for these

 3 vulnerable female seniors.  Even though I know

 4 their intention, you know, is -- it's to help, but

 5 it's -- I mean, they don't get it.  Especially with

 6 dementia.

 7             And then -- and then, lastly, to

 8 everybody else's point, if there's one thing and

 9 one thing only that -- that needs to be changed, it

10 is access, I mean, to -- to your loved one.  Like,

11 you can't cut off access.  The loved ones are

12 desperate to see you.  You're desperate to see

13 them.  You need to find a way to -- to let us gon

14 in and help.  Right?  We're happy to get tested.

15 We're happy to use full PPE.  And we're going to

16 take some of the burden off the PSWs that were

17 there.  Like, they were so happy when I used to go

18 in and help bathe my mom and dress her for the

19 night, because then that would eases up time for

20 them to go help another resident.

21             And then I have another last thing.  I

22 know -- Commissioners, I don't know if you've had

23 personal experience in long-term care or if you've

24 had the opportunity to visit long-term care, but I

25 highly recommend getting a test wearing full PPE
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 1 and going and taking a tour of some of these

 2 places, because that will give you the biggest

 3 sense of what -- what these residents are going

 4 through.

 5             And I hope that -- you know what?  I'm

 6 sure there's been a tonne of reports of long-term

 7 care and lots of recommendations made over the

 8 years.  We just need to see action.  We need to see

 9 things executed and -- and actions.  And that's

10 all.

11             MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much for

12 that.

13             And so I'd like to go now to

14 Participant 9 on the phone, if I may.  Are you

15 able -- you're still -- there you go.

16             PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah.  Hello.

17             MS. DRUMMOND:  Yes, we can hear you

18 now.

19             PARTICIPANT 9:  Okay.  Great.  Thank

20 you.

21             With regards to recommendations, as

22 previously mentioned by someone, the regulation of

23 PSW training should be mandatory.  Also a licensing

24 of the PSW.  We need to remove the discriminatory

25 tax breaks for hires so that the best suited
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 1 candidate for the position is the best educated,

 2 the most effective communicator.

 3             With regards to the units and the

 4 allocation of them, the units should be individuals

 5 who solely need (audio glitch) very mild to

 6 residents (audio glitch) moderate --

 7             MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry.

 8             PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello?

 9             MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry,

10 Participant 9.  You're -- you're -- I think it's

11 not just me.  Your -- your sound is -- is going in

12 and out a bit.  If you can maybe adjust your

13 microphone or something?

14             PARTICIPANT 9:  I (audio glitch).

15 Sorry.

16             MS. DRUMMOND:  That's better.

17             PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah.  So with regards

18 to the units, as mentioned, they should segregate

19 it, because they can't leave their ADLs in with

20 somebody who is physically aggressive and abusive.

21 (No audio)

22             MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm -- I'm sorry.  We've

23 entirely lost you.  Are -- are you able to adjust

24 your microphone at all?

25             I'm -- I'm really sorry.  I think we've
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 1 lost Participant 9 entirely.

 2             With -- with that, I'd -- I'd like to

 3 thank -- I'd like to thank all of you for

 4 participating and for telling -- telling stories

 5 that were obviously very difficult for you.  We --

 6 we all very much appreciate it, and I -- I'm going

 7 to hand it back to Commissioner Coke, if I may.

 8             COMMISSIONER COKE:  I just want to

 9 thank everyone who helped organise the session

10 today, and the family counsellors of Ontario, we

11 appreciate your support.

12             I want to provide a special thank you

13 for the family members who have participated in

14 this session.  Thank you so much for coming forward

15 and sharing your stories, your lived experiences.

16 This has not been easy, and, you know, our

17 heart-felt condolences for those of you who have

18 lost loved ones.  And those who haven't, you know,

19 the -- the suffering that you have experienced,

20 we're very sorry for that.

21             And, you know, we're just very grateful

22 that people have provided such thoughtful comments

23 and suggestions and very valuable insights.  This

24 will really help us with our work and really inform

25 our recommendations.  So again I thank you from our
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 1 heart, and I wish you all a very good evening and

 2 thanks again.

 3             PARTICIPANT 6:  Thank you for

 4 listening.

 5             COMMISSIONER COKE:  Thank you.

 6 -- upon concluding at 5:56 p.m.
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 01  -- Upon commencing at 4:06 p.m.
 02              MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Good afternoon,
 03  everyone and thanks for coming.  My name is Ida
 04  Bianchi, and I'm one of the lawyers for Ontario's
 05  long-term care COVID-19 commission.  I'm going to
 06  be facilitating this session together with Alison
 07  Drummond, the Assistant Deputy Minister in charge
 08  of the commission secretariat.  Some of our --
 09              MS. DRUMMOND:  Hi.
 10              MS. BIANCHI:  -- other colleagues are
 11  here, and you've met them.  They've helped
 12  facilitate you getting into the meetings.  I'll
 13  just thank them here.  Angeline Hawthorn, Adriana
 14  Diaz Choconta, and Rose Bianchini, all three of
 15  whom are senior analysts with the Commissions
 16  Secretariat.  Dawn Palin Rokosh, the director of
 17  operations, who many of you have been corresponding
 18  with as well, is also present today.
 19              Before we get started -- and I think we
 20  already talked about this, but I'll just reiterate
 21  that the phone and audio lines have been muted
 22  right now to cut out the ambient noise and
 23  distractions while we deal with housekeeping and
 24  hear from the commissioner.  After that, your mics
 25  will be back on, but we would ask you that you keep
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 01  yourself muted until you're ready to speak.
 02              I think all of you have participated in
 03  the pre-meeting last week.  I'll just remind you
 04  again, though, that this session is being recorded
 05  by a transcriptionist, and that's by Eveliene, who
 06  is in my top left screen.  She will be
 07  transcribing.  And the information that you provide
 08  is going into the transcript and will be posted on
 09  our website.
 10              So that means the information will be
 11  publicly accessible and therefore not confidential,
 12  even though your names will be omitted from the
 13  record.  So if you have any information that you
 14  think is confidential and that you don't want in
 15  the transcript, we ask that you don't share it now.
 16              You're welcome to call us, and we can
 17  set up a meeting, during which you can share the
 18  confidential information you'd like the
 19  commissioners to know.
 20              Last week, we sent you the two
 21  questions that we wanted your feedback on.  We hope
 22  you've had time to ponder them.  We will go --
 23  we'll ask each question sequentially.  So we'll
 24  pose the first question, and then we'll hear from
 25  everyone.  And then I'll turn it over to Alison,
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 01  and then she will pose the second question and go
 02  around again in the same order.
 03              If you need the question repeated, just
 04  let me know, and I'll repeat the question.
 05              You're also welcome to share your
 06  responses using the private chat box feature.  If
 07  you are going to use the chat, let me know that
 08  you're going to do that before I call on you, and
 09  then I will read your response at the end -- at the
 10  end of the round so that it shows up on the
 11  transcript.
 12              All three Commissioners are here today,
 13  and you'll be hearing from them momentarily.  And
 14  they're very interested in hearing the input of all
 15  of you.
 16              In order to give everyone time to
 17  speak, we would ask that you limit your response to
 18  these questions to around four minutes, which we
 19  know is not nearly enough time to fully tell us
 20  your story.  And we're sorry about that.  We would
 21  like to give you all as much time as you need, but
 22  our mandate ends at the end of April.  We have to
 23  submit our report.  And we want to hear from as
 24  many people as possible, because this is a tragedy
 25  that has touched literally thousands of people in
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 01  Ontario.
 02              So, again, if the four minutes doesn't
 03  quite give you enough to say what you need to say,
 04  by all means, write to us, call us, and we'll
 05  listen and ensure that that information is -- is
 06  shared with the Commissioners.
 07              We ask, though, that you provide any
 08  additional information by the end of January so
 09  that the Commissioners have plenty of time to
 10  review it before they put pen to paper on their
 11  final report.
 12              At this time, I'd like to turn it over
 13  to Commissioner Angela Coke, who is leading on
 14  behalf of the Commissioners, to say a few words.
 15              Commissioner Coke?
 16              COMMISSIONER COKE:  Thank you, Ida.
 17              So good afternoon, everyone, and thank
 18  you for participating in this meeting.  My name is
 19  Angela Coke.  I'm one of the three commissioners
 20  appointed by the government to lead the commission.
 21  I was a former executive in the Ontario public
 22  service.  The chair of our commission is former
 23  Associate Chief Justice Frank Marrocco, who is with
 24  us today.  And the other Commissioner is Dr. Jack
 25  Kitts, who is the former CEO of the Ottawa
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 01  hospital, who is also here with us today.
 02              Now, as you know, this independent
 03  commission was set up to investigate the spread of
 04  COVID-19 in long-term care homes, including how
 05  residents, staff, and families were impacted.
 06  Governments often set up these commissions or
 07  inquiries when a tragic event occurs, and the
 08  purpose is to investigate what happened, why, and
 09  to make recommendations to make sure that it
 10  doesn't happen again.
 11              Most commissions and inquiries are
 12  established after a tragedy has occurred.  Ours is
 13  a little different in that we are carrying out our
 14  work in the middle of this ongoing crisis.
 15              Given the urgency of this situation, we
 16  have been carrying out our investigation primarily
 17  by interviewing people and organisations who have
 18  the information that is relevant to our mandate,
 19  and that has enabled us to work pretty quickly.
 20              We've already made two sets of interim
 21  recommendations to assist the government in dealing
 22  with the pandemic as it is unfolding.  Now, as I
 23  mentioned, one of the key issues we have been asked
 24  to investigate is how residents, staff, family
 25  members, and others were impacted by the spread of
�0009
 01  COVID in long-term care homes.  We have already
 02  heard from resident and family associations and
 03  union representatives about the devastating impact
 04  of the spread on residents, families, and staff,
 05  but it is very important that we hear directly from
 06  you.  And we're very grateful that you have agreed
 07  to participate in this meeting.  I just want to
 08  stress, you know, as I said, how important it is
 09  that we hear from you, your personal experiences.
 10  Your voices are critical for us to hear.
 11              Before I turn it back over to our
 12  facilitators to get started, though, I would ask
 13  you to join me in observing a moment of silence for
 14  the residents and staff of long-term care homes who
 15  have died from COVID-19.
 16              Thank you.
 17              MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, all.  We'll start
 18  with the first question.  And, again, feel free to
 19  have me repeat it for you if you need me to.  First
 20  question is please tell us about your experience
 21  caring for a loved one in a long-term care home
 22  during the pandemic.  How has the pandemic impacted
 23  you or your family member or loved one?  Is there
 24  anything in particular that concerns you?
 25              Participant 1, would you like to start?
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 01              PARTICIPANT 1:  Thank you.  I want to
 02  thank the Commission for this opportunity.  It's
 03  great to have a chance to speak.
 04              My mother is 90 years old.  She has
 05  Parkinson's and dementia.  She's been in a
 06  not-for-profit long-term care home in Kitchener for
 07  four years.  The home's a good home, and the staff
 08  truly care about the residents.  They're also good
 09  at infection and -- infection control and
 10  prevention.
 11              I remember going into the home late
 12  January or early February last year, and the nurse
 13  was there with all kinds of PPE.  She said, you
 14  know, there's a pandemic coming; we're getting --
 15  we're getting ready.  So they were aware.  They
 16  were getting ready.
 17              But during my mother's time in
 18  long-term care, I've always been concerned that the
 19  staffing levels are inadequate to provide for the
 20  care of the residents needs.  Obviously, this is
 21  because government funding is inadequate.  There's
 22  only about three PSWs and one nurse on the floor to
 23  provide care for 26 residents.  Many of the
 24  residents are high-needs and require two staff to
 25  respond if a lift-assist is needed for toileting or
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 01  another transfer.  Of course, there are many times
 02  when they are short staffed.  When the staff take
 03  lunch and breaks, the floor is extremely
 04  understaffed with only one PSW and/or nurse
 05  available.
 06              Pre-pandemic, our family provided my
 07  mother with about 45 hours per week of direct care
 08  with our time and paid caregivers.  During our time
 09  with my mother, we would help her with her meals
 10  and her toileting, help her walk with her walker,
 11  take her outside for walks and fresh air, engage
 12  her in conversation and socialising with other
 13  residents, and let her rest in bed, as it was not
 14  safe for her to be left alone in her room during
 15  the day.
 16              The COVID shutdown was extremely
 17  stressful, and each month, I felt precious time
 18  with my mother slipping away, because I could not
 19  be with her.  Not only was I wondering how she was
 20  coping without the individual care she was used to
 21  having, but I was worried about the staff coping
 22  and managing to look after the residents without
 23  the help of the many family members and volunteers
 24  who provided care and helped ease the load on
 25  staff.
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 01              In early April, the home had an
 02  outbreak.  20 staff -- 20 residents tested
 03  positive, and 10 residents died.  All residents
 04  were confined to their rooms.  When the
 05  administrator called me about the outbreak, I
 06  expressed concern about my mother's safety because
 07  of her diminished cognitive ability, her risk of
 08  falls due to Parkinson's but her good physical
 09  strength.  I was told they would do their best.
 10              In less than two hours, I received two
 11  calls that my mother had fallen in her room.
 12  Thankfully, she was not hurt, and the staff then
 13  discussed it and allowed her to continue to sit at
 14  the desk where she was used to sitting when there
 15  was no recreation activity, family member, or paid
 16  caregiver with her.
 17              Virtual visits were not helpful for her
 18  or for us because of her dementia.  We did have
 19  some success with regular phone calls.
 20              Once we were allowed outdoor visits, it
 21  didn't help much.  Having to share a single
 22  30-minute visit per week among my three siblings
 23  meant one visit every three weeks and being able to
 24  see my mother without being able to hug her or hold
 25  her hand was heart-breaking.
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 01              When I was finally able to be with my
 02  mother as a caregiver, the physical and cognitive
 03  decline was more than I anticipated.  I used to be
 04  able to assist my mother with walking with a walker
 05  and transfer her from toilet -- to and from toilet
 06  or bed or recliner.  Now I'm dependant on two staff
 07  to come with the lift-assist device for transfers.
 08  This means that my mother's care needs are based on
 09  staff ability, not what's best for her comfort or
 10  physical care.
 11              Now, even with two physiotherapists
 12  helping her, it's rare that she can walk with the
 13  walker.  I understand that Parkinson's is a
 14  degenerative disease, but I'm sure that if my
 15  mother had continued to have the personal attention
 16  the family provided, she would not have declined as
 17  much as she has.
 18              I have also noticed more extreme
 19  behavioral problems with other residents in rooms
 20  close to my mother's.  These residents will call
 21  out over and over.  They didn't used to do this.
 22              When this happens, other residents then
 23  call out from their room for the person to be
 24  quiet.  The tragedy is that often the staff will
 25  just close the person's door.  I believe that many
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 01  of these behavioral problems stem from the lack of
 02  social interaction due to restricted recreational
 03  programs and meals that are being served in
 04  resident's rooms, so there's very little social
 05  interaction, or their meals are sometimes with a
 06  few other residents in a lounge or a dining room.
 07              At this point, that's all I have to
 08  say.  Thank you.
 09              MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 1.
 10              Participant 2, are you ready to share
 11  your thoughts?
 12              You're on mute.  You're still on mute,
 13  Participant 2.  There is a microphone in the bottom
 14  left corner of the screen.  Can you see it?
 15              PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.
 16              MS. BIANCHI:  There you go.  No
 17  problem.
 18              PARTICIPANT 2:  Angeline was going to
 19  un-mute me, so thank you for helping me out there.
 20              MS. BIANCHI:  No problem.
 21              PARTICIPANT 2:  Participant 1, that was
 22  wonderful.  That's a lot of what I would like to
 23  say as well.
 24              But -- so we're extremely thankful that
 25  my mom has lived in a very well-run city long-term
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 01  care home and the staff are very caring.  She's
 02  been there for nearly four years.  Mom has
 03  dementia, and she also has aphasia, which means she
 04  can no longer talk except to say maybe, yes, and
 05  sure.  She understands when she's directly spoken
 06  to.  She responds by facial gestures or if we ask a
 07  question where she can say yes or sure, that's how
 08  we can interact with her.
 09              All personal tasks need to be performed
 10  by others.
 11              She's confined to a wheelchair but not
 12  mobile, as she needs someone to wheel her around.
 13              My sister and I are designated
 14  essential caregivers.  So prior to the lockdown, my
 15  mom -- every single day, either my sister or I
 16  would visit her and spend two to three hours with
 17  her.  We'd take her outdoors, go walk or sit down
 18  by the river, join in with some of the daily
 19  entertainment, help with feeding her, et cetera.
 20  We also had paid caregivers come and sit with Mom
 21  for about an hour each day just to have a different
 22  face and to keep her company.
 23              So after Mom -- having somebody visit
 24  her every single day, suddenly after March 17th,
 25  there was no one to visit her.  There was no
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 01  entertainment as well.
 02              About a week after the emergency
 03  shutdown -- declaration of Ontario -- the nurse
 04  called to tell me that my mom was doing fine.  I
 05  asked if I could -- if she could get her and put
 06  her on the phone for me.  As I noted, I -- I
 07  chatted with my mom for a few minutes, and because
 08  she can't speak, the nurse would say if, you know,
 09  she was moving her eyebrows or seemed to
 10  understand.  And the nurse also had to hold the
 11  phone to her -- to her head.  So that was a really
 12  difficult phone call.
 13              So what I decided to do is I started to
 14  write a letter to my mom just so she knew that we
 15  hadn't forgotten about her; we were thinking about
 16  her.
 17              I -- I'm lucky Mom is still alive.  I
 18  wrote letters to my mom weekly with news:  the news
 19  of the week, birthdays, babies being born.  I
 20  always had a few photos included or I'd send short
 21  videos of family or friends saying hi to her.  The
 22  recreational staff was wonderful.  I can't say
 23  enough.  They'd read the letters to Mom and show
 24  her the videos.  By the end of March, the rec.
 25  staff had the ability and equipment to provide one
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 01  30-minute Facetime or Skype call a week per
 02  resident, and that really became our lifeline to
 03  each other.  It was a Godsend.  As Mom can't speak,
 04  we can see how she looked.  We could tell if she
 05  was doing well, if she was alert that day, if she
 06  was content, if she was smiling.  And like
 07  Participant 1, we had our three -- three girls.  So
 08  we divided up the 30 minutes between -- seven
 09  minutes each of us.
 10              What I asked the rec. staff to do is to
 11  read the letters prior to our phone call.  So that
 12  was included.  And that allowed us to be able to
 13  talk with Mom, because she had pictures, and I
 14  could talk about the pictures or -- or just go over
 15  what was -- what was already said in the letter,
 16  which helped with the dementia.  So that was --
 17  that was wonderful and very -- very well received.
 18              Thankfully, I had used Facetime with my
 19  sister out west anyways prior to it, so my mom was
 20  a bit familiar with it.
 21              Then it was three months before we were
 22  able to actually visit mom, and that's when all the
 23  testing started.  So going and waiting two and a
 24  half hours standing in line in the sweltering heat,
 25  you know, waiting for test results to come back, et
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 01  cetera, all so that we could visit Mom.  At that
 02  time, we could visit Mom outside once a week or had
 03  the Facetime chat.
 04              So the very first visit, my sister, who
 05  lives in Ottawa, and I decided we'd both go,
 06  because we knew it would be pretty emotional.  We
 07  were fortunate the visit was out on a patio.  We
 08  were at least 2 metres away, we had our masks on,
 09  we were behind a gate, and the only people on that
 10  patio was my mom and the rec. staff and my sister
 11  and I.
 12              My mom was so excited to be outdoors,
 13  she didn't even seem to notice that we were there.
 14  She wasn't looking at us.  We were yelling, hi,
 15  Mom.  Hi.  The staff was trying to get her to look
 16  at us.  She didn't recognise us.  After all, we
 17  hadn't been there for three months.  We had masks
 18  on.  No wonder she couldn't recognise us.  She'd be
 19  looking left and she'd be looking right, and we
 20  were like idiots, jumping over to wherever her gaze
 21  was going.  It was so disheartening.
 22              Finally, we realised, oh, maybe we
 23  should sing some of the songs we'd sing when we had
 24  Facetime with her.  And we had the recreational
 25  staff put on Johnny Cash Ring of Fire, and that got
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 01  her going; she knew who we were.  So, anyways, she
 02  smiled and started wriggling, so it was really
 03  nice.  We knew the connection was music.
 04              And even now when I go and visit my
 05  mom, I always say, Mom, look at my eyes.  I'm
 06  smiling.  Can you tell I'm smiling?  Or I'll run
 07  down -- I'll take her to a window, and I'll run
 08  outside, take off my mask, take off my face shield,
 09  and say -- show her my smile, and I run back in.
 10  And just so, you know, she really knows who it is.
 11              What was really tough was it wasn't
 12  until late August that we were actually able to
 13  touch -- late August, early September -- touch my
 14  mom's hands.  We still aren't able to hug her, but
 15  I totally -- I totally understand it.  And, you
 16  know, that -- that's how it is.
 17              So mainly the pandemic has impacted us
 18  in that the hardest part is that we haven't been
 19  able to have any family gatherings.  We're so
 20  thankful Mom is still around.  And my sister or
 21  I -- her 93rd birthday was on Friday.  I went in
 22  for lunch, and my sister went in for dinner.  So
 23  that was really nice.  The family did a video from
 24  everybody in the family.
 25              Life -- like I say, life mainly
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 01  revolves around booking appointments, testing,
 02  getting tested, waiting for tests, visiting Mom,
 03  and then starting all over again.
 04              Is there anything in particular that
 05  concerns me?  Well, again, just like Participant 1,
 06  it's staff levels.  Even before the pandemic,
 07  especially on nights, on weekends, and on holidays,
 08  we would always make sure we spent extra time with
 09  Mom, because we knew there wouldn't be many staff
 10  there.  And like I said, it's a very well-run home.
 11              I just want to say one other thing, if
 12  I may.  Testing.  Weekly testing.  We -- we made
 13  out okay, because we're younger.  But there's a lot
 14  of older, you know, spouses of the residents who
 15  visit their loved ones every day, and they are
 16  having to get tested every five to seven days so
 17  they can go in and see their loved ones every day,
 18  and it's really hard.
 19              What I -- what I really would recommend
 20  is that it's important and humane for at least some
 21  of the essential caregivers to be able to get
 22  tested onsite at the long-term care home as the
 23  staff are, and that's something I'll recommend
 24  later.  Thank you.
 25              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 2.
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 01              Participant 3?
 02              PARTICIPANT 3:  Hi.
 03              MS. BIANCHI:  Hi.
 04              PARTICIPANT 3:  This is -- this is my
 05  experience.  My grandmother, Foon Hay Lum, lived on
 06  her own in her own house until 107 years old.  She
 07  was the model of a healthy senior liver -- living
 08  life.  She was a social activist in her old age,
 09  and she entered the long-term care home after a
 10  hospital stay.  She was entirely mobile,
 11  independent, required no medication, and little
 12  care.  I retired to help her transition, and I
 13  visited her daily.  I would bring her food, make
 14  her bone broth, walk with her in the nursing home,
 15  listen to her read.
 16              And then two years ago, we moved into
 17  Man Sheong Home For the Aged in downtown Toronto.
 18  Finally, we were in a culturally appropriate
 19  nursing home.  Unfortunately, the home had an
 20  outbreak of COVID early in April -- April 4th, and
 21  they had a shortage of PPE.  So she was one of the
 22  oldest Canadians to die of COVID-19 at the age of
 23  111 years old, just short of her 112th birthday.
 24              41.3 percent of the residents died
 25  within a span of about a month.  31.7 percent of
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 01  those residents died of a COVID death.  The other
 02  9.6 percent were non-COVID related.  But I suspect
 03  that it would have been due to some collapse of the
 04  care systems surrounding them, since they were a
 05  COVID environment.
 06              The home went down to 20 percent staff.
 07  Basic care needs could not possibly be met.  The
 08  home was only given six COVID test kits for a
 09  104-resident facility.  The nursing home struggled
 10  and spiralled the critical first few weeks, and
 11  death rates escaladed.  We first heard about the
 12  deaths through the Chinese media.
 13              The family counsel initiated a lobbying
 14  campaign, writing letters to MPP, various
 15  governments, levels and ministry, Ministers, the
 16  Premier to get PPE and government assistance.  I
 17  was the chair of the family counsel.  I pleaded for
 18  help and PPE.
 19              On April the 15th, on CBC, and then a
 20  daily later, Premier Ford announced the SWAT teams
 21  were coming to help long-term care within 24 to 48
 22  or 72 hours.  Daily, we were outside the nursing
 23  home thanking the brave staff that were still going
 24  in there and waiting for resources to come.  The
 25  home was steps away from University Avenue.
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 01  Hospital Alley, as I call it.  And we needed
 02  nurses, doctors, PSWs, housekeeping staff,
 03  infection control.  There was no capacity issue at
 04  the hospitals.
 05              The ministry told the homes to preserve
 06  PPE.  You recall that.  So we called out to the
 07  community for donations of PPE, and we received
 08  them from the community.  MPP Jessica Bell was
 09  helpful in that as well.  I was outside the nursing
 10  home on April 24th for several media interviews.
 11  Little did I know my grandmother was dying inside.
 12              There was a lot of media coverage that
 13  day.  Grandmother, being 111 years old, she had
 14  star power.  Right?  And, you know, she was pretty
 15  good.  No medication.  She could still go to the
 16  washroom on her own.  CTV The National aired our
 17  struggle, and I thought, finally, help is on its
 18  way.
 19              My grandmother died that night as the
 20  coverage aired.  Exactly as the coverage aired.
 21  She died alone in isolation.  The home had been
 22  down to 20 percent, you know.  At times, 20 staff
 23  on a 24-hour period in a home that was full of
 24  COVID.  Right?
 25              Mixed messages were received from the
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 01  government, and the families had to fight to get
 02  their parent into hospitals.  Families lost both
 03  parent, mother and dad.  There's several families
 04  that did -- that that happened to.  Families had no
 05  visibility in the home.  They relied on residents
 06  that could use their phones to tell us what was
 07  going on, whether the food was cold, hot water,
 08  laundry, cleanings, et cetera, until they got sick
 09  or they died.
 10              We appealed to everyone for help:
 11  Minister's office, Premier.  I wrote everywhere.
 12  Formal, informal, long-term hotline, long-term care
 13  hotline, patient ombudsman.  No inspectors would
 14  come into the home even if there was a possible
 15  abuse allegation.
 16              The coroners signed the death
 17  certificate remotely based on the death information
 18  provide by the home.  That's standard practice, I
 19  was told.
 20              Even the funeral homes changed their
 21  processes, and they did not go into the nursing
 22  home for the body transfers.
 23              There was no boots on the ground.  No
 24  army came to help us.
 25              My grandmother was buried without a
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 01  single thing from her nursing home.  No favourite
 02  hat, no scarf, no nothing.  This is after 111 years
 03  of living.  The funeral was six of us, and I
 04  conducted the service at the grave site.  It was
 05  raining, and it was as if the angels were crying.
 06              At the end of April, beginning of May,
 07  the nursing home started to stabilise with a few
 08  resources trickling in.  The hospital nursing team
 09  came May 19th.  They were wonderful.  They did a
 10  super job.  The outbreak was over June 5th.  That
 11  was two months.
 12              My concerns there, my observations, it
 13  was a total failure, assistance failure.  It was a
 14  total system failure provincially, public health,
 15  everywhere.  Messages were not clear.  They were
 16  mixed, and they weren't -- they weren't truthful.
 17  And, yeah, my concern was there was no -- no one
 18  going in.  But there were a lot of bodies coming
 19  out.
 20              And right now as I see the nursing
 21  homes, I do think that there are a lot of seniors
 22  that do care, and they have to do the testing.  And
 23  it would be good if there was testing onsite.
 24  However, as you can see, our nursing home took a
 25  really big hit.  And so, of course, they are very
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 01  cautious.  And they're doing not just the minimum,
 02  they're doing more than that, because it was a
 03  traumatic experience for everyone as a family.
 04  Right?  As staff, everyone, residents that survived
 05  and families that are gone, well, they're gone.
 06  But it was traumatic.  They're taking more
 07  precaution than usual.  But if you do take more
 08  precautions as well, there are other issues that
 09  also come about that we'll speak about later.  That
 10  is my experience.
 11              MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 3.
 12              Participant 4?  You're still muted.
 13  There you go.
 14              PARTICIPANT 4:  There we go.  Am I
 15  un-muted now?
 16              MS. BIANCHI:  You are.
 17              PARTICIPANT 4:  Okay.  I'm just trying
 18  to decompress after these -- the first stories.
 19              My mother is a 91-year-old black woman
 20  that was born in the southern part of the
 21  United States under Jim Crowe.  I need to preface
 22  this, because there was a lot of pre-COVID things
 23  that happened that brought my sort of -- my mom's
 24  experience to sort of different place.
 25              So during the intake process, I had
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 01  mentioned to the person that was doing the intake
 02  about the fact that my mom had grew -- grew up in
 03  the deep south of the United States under Jim
 04  Crowe, and there was a couple of incidents that
 05  happened in her life that they needed to take into
 06  consideration when they were doing her care.
 07              At a very young age, my mom had been
 08  pushed off of a bridge into a shallow area of a
 09  river -- excuse me -- by some young white boys.  So
 10  because of that fact, it was important for them to
 11  pay attention that they needed to pay attention and
 12  not get water into my mom's face and her nose and
 13  ears and eyes and things like that.  And they did
 14  put this information on her chart.  And that I'd
 15  also suggested to them that she should not be
 16  lowered to a bath by a lift, because she wouldn't
 17  be able to judge the depth of the water and things
 18  like that.
 19              My mom also has dementia and severe
 20  arthritis.  Absolutely no cartilage in her knees.
 21  She's actually on a fentanyl patch.  It took us
 22  several months to get her pain under control.
 23              The second thing was that my mom had
 24  been raped twice as a teenager and that it was
 25  important that they not have men involved in my
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 01  mom's care.  But just to show you how blatant they
 02  were in the care of Mom and disregard or respect
 03  for her or have any cultural sensitively
 04  whatsoever, men did participate in her bathing and
 05  her dressing.
 06              There was another incident that
 07  happened, probably one of the most important -- not
 08  the most important ones, but the one that really
 09  shocked me.  I'd arrived at the care.  I came in
 10  every day to see my mom.  My mom's been in this
 11  care home now for almost four years.  As I was
 12  coming in, I could hear a person screaming; it
 13  sounded just like my mom.  I -- so I was going past
 14  some of the residents, and they all seemed quite
 15  frightened.  My mom was shouting, screaming, leave
 16  me alone.  Don't touch me.  Get out.  Things like
 17  that.
 18              I banged on the door of the bathroom,
 19  because they had it locked.  They did unlock the
 20  door, and what I saw -- my mom was naked sitting on
 21  a commode, and they were hosing her down, because
 22  she was incontinent.  I asked them to just leave,
 23  and I would take it from here.  I was in such a
 24  shock.  My mom was frightened.  She was shivering.
 25  She was afraid.
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 01              The only time I'd ever seen an incident
 02  like that in my entire life was during the civil
 03  rights movement in the southern part of the
 04  United States where they actually used hoses on the
 05  people.  And that's what they had done to my mom.
 06              What -- what actually hurt worse was
 07  the fact that when the nurse had come into the
 08  room, into the bathing room as I was trying to calm
 09  my mom down -- I don't know if you've ever seen the
 10  face of someone who is totally traumatised and in
 11  such a fear that they're looking at you, but
 12  they're not actually looking at you, they're
 13  looking right through you.  And that's how it was
 14  for my mom, shaking and shivering.  The nurse
 15  practitioner had come in and very simply said, we
 16  need this room for another resident.
 17              The next incident that happened -- and
 18  I -- I think it's important to point out here is
 19  that I had already told them about the water.  So
 20  here they took total disregard for all these kinds
 21  of things when they're hosing down like that, and
 22  it seemed normal to them.  They were just simply
 23  doing their job.  They saw nothing absolutely wrong
 24  with this whatsoever.
 25              The next incident was I'd come in for
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 01  my regular visit.  I come down the hall.  I hear my
 02  mom screaming the exact same words, leave me alone.
 03  Don't touch me.  Get away from me.  I walk around
 04  the corner.  I walk into her room.  There's two
 05  PSWs, one on each side of her, and they're pulling
 06  on her clothes, trying to get her undressed.
 07  There's a third PSW standing with the lift ready to
 08  lift her out of the bed.  At that time, they
 09  knocked down a cross that I had hung over her bed,
 10  and it totally shattered.  At the same time, I said
 11  to them in a calm manner, I'll take it from here.
 12              The girl that -- by the lift made it --
 13  made it a point to make sure that I understood how
 14  upset she was that for somehow, they were seeing
 15  Mom as the aggressor here, not themselves.  And
 16  just to give you an impact of this, my mom's
 17  clothes were actually torn.  In the care conference
 18  when I had mentioned these things, including -- the
 19  suggestion was -- and this was actually in front
 20  of -- I had SGR -- specialised geriatrics
 21  services -- and behavioral services also involved
 22  in this too because of the dementia.  It was
 23  actually suggested that they put Mom back on the
 24  wait list for long-term care.  That's what they had
 25  suggested to me after my complaints.
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 01              Now, this was shortly -- a lot of these
 02  things were still going on just shortly before the
 03  COVID outbreak.
 04              When the COVID outbreak come, we were
 05  in it, I guess, after the lockdown maybe three
 06  weeks, and I received a phone call from one of the
 07  nurses, and they left a message on my cell phone
 08  saying that Mom was showing signs of COVID.  At
 09  that point -- and this was on the street as I was
 10  answering the phone.  I was beside myself.  I
 11  didn't actually know what to do.  I didn't know
 12  what to say.  I couldn't go to see her, because it
 13  was a total lockdown.  They left a message.  They
 14  didn't actually make sure they got through to me.
 15  I thought that was so insensitive, I actually wrote
 16  a letter about it, which I didn't get a response
 17  to.
 18              So the reason I mention these things is
 19  that in my case, when the pandemic broke out, my
 20  first and -- because I was seeing my mom every day,
 21  and they were doing these things even when I was
 22  showing up -- what was happening to my mom with me
 23  not there to protect her, with me not watching over
 24  her, with them knowing that now they have full
 25  reign and they could do whatever they wanted to my
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 01  mom without any recourse because I'm not there.
 02              Now, when I had gone in after the
 03  lockdown was lifted, and I was able to see her --
 04  this was before -- or after the -- the -- we were
 05  able to do the outdoor visit.  Once we were able to
 06  go inside, there was seven pairs of trousers that
 07  were torn, shredded.  One top was actually cut with
 08  a pair of scissors.  So these were things -- so my
 09  biggest fear had become realised through the
 10  pandemic that they had been able to do whatever
 11  they wanted.
 12              But this also, I think, more
 13  importantly, puts us in the situation where we talk
 14  about staffing levels and the pressures and the
 15  fact they're focussing so much on ADLs, that
 16  they're not taking any care.  When I walk into the
 17  home now and I was there to see my mom, I was able
 18  to do some things now, because I was able to touch
 19  her.  And Vaseline is my mom's favourite thing, so
 20  I get to put that on her hair, arms, and fingers,
 21  same with her legs and feet and toes.  And she
 22  really enjoys that.
 23              As a matter of fact, one of the things
 24  I noticed after the lockdown being able to go see
 25  my mom, cognitively, she had declined tremendously,
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 01  number one.  Number two, her speech had changed.
 02  She was basically just mumbling at this point.  And
 03  I remember one of -- the director of nursing saying
 04  to me, it's so much better on the floors now
 05  without the families coming in, because I think
 06  what was happening was the residents were
 07  becoming -- what did she call it -- overstimulated.
 08  Because I had mentioned that when I'd walked into
 09  the home for the first time after that long time, I
 10  thought to myself it's like a black cloud hanging
 11  over in here.  And this is how she responded to us:
 12  Maybe everybody's just simply depressed.
 13              MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 4, can I
 14  interrupt you here?
 15              PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah.  I'm terribly
 16  sorry.
 17              MS. BIANCHI:  Your story is compelling,
 18  and we want to hear it, but we also have to move
 19  on --
 20              PARTICIPANT 4:  Sure.
 21              MS. BIANCHI:  -- to hear from others.
 22  You'll have an opportunity to share thoughts about
 23  how the situation went.
 24              PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah.
 25              MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks so much.
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 01              PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah, no problem.
 02              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.
 03              Participant 5?
 04              PARTICIPANT 5:  Un-mute.  Okay.  I want
 05  to keep my eye on the time here.
 06              I was a PSW for over 25 years.  And my
 07  husband started to show cognitive problems about
 08  seven years ago, and I cared for him until I was
 09  close to a breakdown.  I need to say that he was a
 10  beautiful person, very well loved, and very well
 11  thought of in our community.  It's a small
 12  community, and he lived here all his life.
 13              He was diagnosed a couple years ago
 14  with Lewy Body Dementia and Sorosis of the liver.
 15  He -- from an early childhood, he was into drugs
 16  when he was young in the '60s and picked it up.  I
 17  was very close to a breakdown when I had to put him
 18  in a hospital because of encelopathy [sic] --
 19  hepatic encelopathy from the liver, and I could not
 20  care for him anymore.
 21              So he was in continuing care at the
 22  hospital for a while until they found a bed for
 23  him.  But before the pandemic, I saw him probably
 24  six hours a day every day.  We would do all the
 25  activities together.
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 01              I was his person.  He had been
 02  abandoned a lot when he was younger, and he had a
 03  traumatic childhood.  So in his dementia, he -- I
 04  was the person -- he was very fearful that I would
 05  leave him too.  And so he -- he would look for me
 06  at night in his hallucinations.  He would think,
 07  oh, I'm -- I'm looking for you last night, and you
 08  didn't show or you didn't wave to me or talk to me.
 09  And so we'd have to talk about that.  But we spent
 10  our days watching a movie, snuggling on the bed,
 11  just talking about his hallucinations like they
 12  were real life, talking about his mom and how she
 13  was on vacation and couldn't possibly come to see
 14  him.  She was passed away.
 15              So when the pandemic happened, he was
 16  still in the hospital.  And I couldn't see him, so
 17  we set up some every day video time.  And then they
 18  found a bed in a nursing home, and I didn't really
 19  want to, but I was kind of forced into sending him.
 20  He went all by himself.  He was frantic.  He didn't
 21  know where I was.  He was just beside himself.  It
 22  took them three days to calm him down and me
 23  talking to him on the phone and video chatting and
 24  finally that and CBD oil, that -- that helped a
 25  lot.  His biggest fear was that I was leaving him.
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 01  So when the pandemic hit, that's what he thought.
 02  He was just traumatised.
 03              I -- every time they would let us have
 04  video chats, which was only once -- once a day for
 05  the first couple of -- first month, and then after
 06  that, it was just once a week, I would just
 07  re-establish that -- all I was doing was
 08  re-establishing that I loved him.  I sent him
 09  little sayings to put on the wall, I love you.
 10  We -- we're lovers forever.  Pictures, whatever I
 11  could do.
 12              But in June, end of June, he was
 13  looking for me.  He got out of bed.  He didn't
 14  remember that he couldn't walk.  His bed alarm went
 15  off and nobody responded and he fell and broke his
 16  hip.  And after that happened, it was downhill from
 17  there.  He could not -- he couldn't function, and
 18  he was -- they sent him to another city for the
 19  surgery, 'cause they didn't have a surgeon
 20  available at the time.
 21              He languished there for a week.  He
 22  finally had the surgery.  They sent him back to the
 23  hospital here, and he languished there for another
 24  week, because they didn't have an isolation room at
 25  the -- at the home.  I could not see him, which was
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 01  the hardest thing.  I couldn't even talk to him,
 02  because he didn't know how to use the phone.
 03              So I -- I started mailing him letters,
 04  love letters with my -- my photo on them to let him
 05  know I was still loving him.  Sorry.
 06              MS. BIANCHI:  No.  Thank you.
 07              PARTICIPANT 5:  I have sent them --
 08  sent them a letter telling them all about him, and
 09  they ignored everything I had written in it.  At
 10  the home, they treated him like he was just a --
 11  that they were warehousing him.  You know, like,
 12  all the residents, we have -- we have to do this
 13  now.  We have to do that.  They would ask him what
 14  he wanted to do.  He didn't know.  Like, you can't
 15  ask a dementia patient if they want to have physio.
 16  You have to make it sound like it's a fun thing to
 17  do and that we're all going to do it.
 18              Anyway, I -- I -- I -- I -- my biggest
 19  concern is that he would just forget that he loved
 20  me and that I loved him.
 21              So in the end, they let me see him
 22  before he passed.  He got back to the home, and
 23  they let me see him.
 24              And he -- they didn't -- they wouldn't
 25  let him have pain medication.  They kept stalling.
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 01  I don't know why, but they kept stalling, and I
 02  kept begging them for it.  So his last two weeks,
 03  he suffered very, very seriously.  I'm sorry.
 04              Anyway, I feel like this pandemic, if
 05  they had heard his alarm, if they had enough staff
 06  to answer him, he would have been all right.  But
 07  they just didn't have enough people.  I'm sorry.
 08  I -- I -- that's all I have to say.
 09              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.  I'm very
 10  sorry about your loss, Participant 5.
 11              PARTICIPANT 5:  Thank you.
 12              MS. BIANCHI:  Thanks for sharing your
 13  story.
 14              Participant 6?
 15              PARTICIPANT 6:  I'm going to un-mute
 16  myself.  I have a slightly different vantage point
 17  from everybody else so far.
 18              First, thank you for the Long-Term
 19  Commission for listening to me speak, and I wish to
 20  express my sympathy for those who have lost loved
 21  ones.
 22              So my father has been -- had been in
 23  long-term care for about four years, and he was
 24  universally loved by all who looked after him.
 25  Very low stress.  Always -- always has been very
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 01  low stress.
 02              For reasons unconnected to the nursing
 03  home, I installed a granny cam after about the
 04  first six months of his living there with, you
 05  know, obeying all laws and the appropriate people
 06  being aware of the fact that there was a granny cam
 07  in the room.  It was unidirectional.  I could
 08  oversee his care and make sure nothing bad was
 09  happening.  But I couldn't interact with him, and I
 10  could not interact with the staff.  It was just
 11  quietly sitting there in the corner.
 12              After the shutdown, which for my father
 13  was on his birthday -- 96th birthday, I began to
 14  watch what was going on more carefully.  At first,
 15  I was unconcerned, because this is not the first
 16  time I've witnessed a family member go through a
 17  shut down for an infectious disease, and I thought
 18  it would last a week or two.
 19              It became clear that people were not
 20  even entering his room.  His curtains remained
 21  dark, and his lights were off all day.  He lay in
 22  bed in his pajamas.  Although he was then capable
 23  occasionally over toileting himself, he lost muscle
 24  tone.  He suffers from dementia, so he lost the
 25  will to get out of bed.  And I assume things
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 01  smelled terribly.
 02              Close around the middle of April, I
 03  began to worry he would starve to death.  People
 04  were bring bringing him -- not frequently, but they
 05  were bringing him closed styrofoam containers and
 06  dumping them out of his reach on the tray and
 07  leaving the room.  And with his dementia, he had no
 08  way of knowing there was food inside, and nobody
 09  was prompting him.  And like I say, nobody turned
 10  on the lights.
 11              So being in the -- the networking
 12  field -- I work in IT -- I managed in the middle of
 13  the shutdown -- so all the stores are shut down --
 14  to procure a point of sales stand and a tablet.  I
 15  got someone in the hardware department to carry it
 16  in and place it in and to point it at him.  I
 17  cannot tell you -- it took about a week before he
 18  recognised me as being on the other end of what we
 19  are now doing today.  And he looks at me and goes,
 20  [Participant 6], is that you?  And I was overjoyed.
 21              But for the most part, he began to
 22  sink.  He showed all of the classic -- non-classic
 23  symptoms of COVID, which nobody was paying
 24  attention to.  And by that, I mean that they --
 25  that the symptoms we were all looking out for was
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 01  for respiratory infection.  None of us were looking
 02  for refusal to eat, delirium, rapid heart rate, low
 03  oxygen.  Nobody was testing him for these things.
 04              And then I got word that -- that --
 05  that they expected him to pass, and I was invited
 06  to come in and sit with him while he died.  So I
 07  went in and did that and looked around me and said,
 08  there's food in the room; I'm going to dump it into
 09  his mouth.
 10              By this time, he was completely
 11  unconscious, lying flat in bed, staring at the
 12  ceiling, not moving at all.  And many hours at a
 13  time, his jaws would be clenched shut, so you
 14  couldn't get anything in.  But every now and then,
 15  gasping for oxygen, his mouth would open, and I
 16  could put in some chocolate pudding.  And I did
 17  that for four days, at which point of time, he was
 18  deemed to be out of danger of death.
 19              But I realised he was badly
 20  malnourished.  He was badly dehydrated.  Not being
 21  in the medical field, I had to do my own research
 22  and determined what he probably needed was
 23  hypodermoclysis.  I had to advocate a doctor who
 24  refused to give me his telephone number.  I had to
 25  call into nurses' dens, where the phones were never
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 01  answered and the voicemail got filled.  Eventually
 02  I got him the hypodermoclysis.  And it fell out,
 03  and you'd start the whole thing all over again.
 04  So, you know, this has -- and this has been a
 05  nightmare.
 06              At one point in time, my father said to
 07  me, I don't want to tell you what I'm thinking;
 08  it's selfish, and I believe he wanted to die.  But
 09  we'll never know for sure.
 10              As staffing slowly began to return.  I
 11  was able to use the tablet and to have
 12  bidirectional communication, not with -- just with
 13  my father, but as it turned out, with the staff.  I
 14  could begin to direct them to feed him.  I could
 15  direct them to change his diaper and direct them to
 16  do those things they simply were not doing.
 17              I still could not reach the nurse's
 18  den.  I still could not reach the executive
 19  downstairs, who I believe had decided for
 20  somebody's safety they would never go upstairs but
 21  also simply never answered the phone.
 22              So that was my past.  I -- I've learned
 23  a lot about long-term care, and I've learned a lot
 24  about how -- how families can manage it.  And I
 25  hope within the next round of questions, I can talk
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 01  to you about what worked, what could work if only
 02  nursing homes were required to not turn it off, and
 03  how much more families could be a part of care when
 04  staffing is short.
 05              MS. BIANCHI:  I myself was on mute.
 06              Thank you so much, Participant 6.
 07  There will be an opportunity in the second round to
 08  share ideas about improving the system.  So I'm
 09  going to turn it over to participant 7 now, but
 10  thank you.
 11              PARTICIPANT 7:  Thank you, very much.
 12  Thank you for the opportunity to speak at today's
 13  meeting.  And, similarly, my condolences to
 14  everyone who lost someone.
 15              At the start of the pandemic, my
 16  86-year-old father had been in long-term care four
 17  and a half months.  There was a period at the start
 18  of the pandemic where we did not see my father for
 19  four months because of restrictions imposed by the
 20  province.  Fortunately, the long-term care home
 21  facilitated Facetime sessions several times a week.
 22  And as has been mentioned by other participants,
 23  that was a saving grace and continues to be a
 24  saving grace.
 25              The pandemic has seriously affected
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 01  both my father's cognitive and physical health.
 02  One of the nurses on his floor remarked that my
 03  father, who has advanced Alzheimer's, has shown
 04  significant cognitive decline after not having
 05  contact with family in person for several months.
 06              There have been at least three
 07  outbreaks at the long-term care centre where my
 08  father lives.  Most of these have been when one
 09  staff member tested positive.  The most significant
 10  outbreak for the centre and for my family was the
 11  outbreak at the end of October of last year.  The
 12  outbreak was on my father's floor.
 13              23 of 29 residents on his floor tested
 14  positive.  Four died.  18 staff tested positive.
 15  The staff who tested positive were not all on Dad's
 16  floor, but 95 percent of them were.  We were
 17  hopeful that my father would not test positive, as
 18  before this outbreak, he was independent --
 19  increasingly unsteady on his feet but independent.
 20              On Friday, October 30th, we were
 21  notified he had tested positive.  And on Tuesday,
 22  November 3rd, his 86th birthday, my mother and I
 23  waved as we called him on my cell phone.  He was
 24  too weak to stand and could barely wave.  His
 25  testing positive to COVID and steady decline
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 01  occurred during the one-year anniversary of his
 02  moving into long-term care.
 03              It was not clear he would pull through.
 04  He developed pneumonia as a complication of the
 05  COVID.  We know we are extremely fortunate that Dad
 06  made it through.  For several weeks, he was very
 07  reliant on a wheelchair and now has a walker and
 08  has a sleep after lunch.  He feels very tired --
 09  quite frankly, exhausted.  Cognitively, he has been
 10  affected, but once again, we know we are extremely
 11  fortunate that Dad pulled through.
 12              My mother and I made a decision to see
 13  him -- separately of course -- to help with feeding
 14  when it -- it wasn't clear he would pull through.
 15  She would go in twice a day; I would go in once.
 16  We brought in food, as the food being served to him
 17  was appalling, and some of it -- spare ribs -- was
 18  impossible for him to eat, as he was essentially on
 19  a liquid diet and then shifted to soft foods.
 20  Obviously, I spoke to staff about his nutritional
 21  needs.  Rather appalling that I needed to do that.
 22              Since we made the decision to go in
 23  when it wasn't clear that he would pull through,
 24  one of us has gone in every day except this last
 25  Saturday, when we had a major snow storm here in
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 01  Ottawa.  We feel that we are having to act as
 02  advocates for my father.  My father is living in a
 03  non-profit long-term care home.  It is very well
 04  regarded in Ottawa and likely well regarded in the
 05  province.  We think highly of the staff, although
 06  in my opinion, it was staff that brought the virus
 07  into the building.
 08              The Premier and the Ministry provided
 09  very regular updates on the province's response to
 10  tackling the pandemic, including the situation in
 11  long-term care.  Yet during the first wave of the
 12  pandemic, the most regular updates from management
 13  at Dad's long-term care home were one liners
 14  saying, we are COVID free, as if that were enough
 15  information.
 16              Even though he is in a non-profit
 17  long-term care centre, my parents are paying a
 18  significant amount of money on a monthly basis for
 19  his care.  And yet we are having to advocate on his
 20  behalf -- without doubt, there are others who have
 21  been far more affected -- that each person in
 22  long-term care is an individual with their own
 23  needs and rights.  Each and every person is
 24  important.
 25              Thank you.
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 01              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 7.
 02              Participant 8?
 03              PARTICIPANT 8:  Okay.  Hi.  I'll try to
 04  be cognisant of time.  I know we're running over.
 05  This is a photo of my mom.  She was 73, a retired
 06  nurse, probably the strongest, most resilient,
 07  independent, smartest women I ever knew.  And
 08  she -- I grew up to be like that too long before
 09  Dove commercials told us we should be strong,
 10  independent women.
 11              She was orphaned at a young age.  She
 12  lost her parents and her sister all before she was
 13  eight.  She grew up in an abusive house with a
 14  stepparent, but she still rose above all that to be
 15  the resilient and amazing woman that she was.
 16              So it was very heartbreaking at the end
 17  of her life she had to suffer through dementia and
 18  die in long-term care.  My mom and I were very
 19  close.  She didn't have any other family.  And when
 20  she started showing signs of cognitive decline and
 21  when I knew she couldn't live alone anymore, she
 22  moved in with me and my family.  So she lived with
 23  us for two years.
 24              When we grew up, she made me promise I
 25  would never put her in a retirement home or
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 01  long-term care, and I really, really tried to stick
 02  to that.  But there came a point where it was just
 03  too difficult.  I was working.  I have two kids.
 04  It was difficult on my kids with my mom.  So we
 05  made the difficult decision to go to long-term
 06  care.
 07              Like many others, the care home was
 08  actually wonderful.  You know, very compassionate
 09  staff, you know, lots of activities.  I -- I ended
 10  up resigning from my job at the time, because I
 11  needed to spend more time with her.  I felt very
 12  guilty.  I just wanted to break up the monotony of
 13  being in long-term care.  We would go for drives.
 14  It was very important for me that she would walk.
 15  I saw with my own eyes a little too often people
 16  being admitted to long-term care and very quickly
 17  going from walking to a wheelchair, and I wanted to
 18  make sure that she was always walked and her legs
 19  were quite strong.
 20              So, you know, for me, one of the
 21  biggest issues for when the pandemic first struck
 22  was -- and I'm sure everybody is in the same
 23  boat -- was sudden shutdown from access to your
 24  loved one.  Right?  So the question is, you know,
 25  your experience caring for long-term -- during the
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 01  pandemic, but the issue is we weren't allowed to
 02  care for our loved ones.
 03              So, you know, with someone with
 04  dementia like my mother and everybody else in her
 05  ward, they don't understand.  They don't understand
 06  the pandemic.  They don't understand why you can't
 07  be there every day, you know, why the walks have
 08  disappeared, why the outings have disappeared, and
 09  it is heartbreaking.  Not just for them because
 10  they can't understand, but for us because we can
 11  see them deteriorate.
 12              I was lucky in that my mom was on a
 13  ground floor ward, so I could do window visits, you
 14  know, quite regularly, and I could check in on her
 15  care.  And it was really sad, because she would be
 16  excited to see me and wave for me to come in, but
 17  she couldn't explain why -- why I wasn't going in.
 18              And then over the weeks, you could see
 19  with your own eyes just how quickly they
 20  deteriorate when they don't have that stimulation
 21  that they need.  Because I was there so regularly,
 22  I would get to know the residents, so I would go
 23  from window to window and knock and check in.  And
 24  it was phenomenal how quickly these people
 25  deteriorated.  And, yeah, like, half -- half the
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 01  people on her ward were probably already in
 02  wheelchairs, and maybe, you know, five or six who
 03  were not.  Those who were not were very quickly in
 04  a wheelchair within, I'm sure, those ten weeks of
 05  the lockdown, because they were not getting the
 06  physical activity they needed.  And it was quite
 07  shocking.
 08              So for me, like, we all know staffing
 09  is an issue, but there has to be a way for
 10  families -- at least one loved one to get in there
 11  and be with the resident.  I know it's not the
 12  intention, but it's -- it's a form of elder abuse,
 13  and it's very emotionally abusive on the loved ones
 14  as well, even though we know the intention is to
 15  keep them safe.
 16              But I'm sure we're all -- we would all
 17  happily take a rapid test, we would all happily
 18  wear PPE just to be in there with them to help them
 19  through this.
 20              Now, my mom, she tested negative when
 21  the pandemic first started, so for all of us on her
 22  ward, there wasn't many people that tested
 23  positive.  Great.  This ward seems good, trying to
 24  keep it that way.  And I think one of the -- like,
 25  Sunny Brook Hospital came in with their infectious
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 01  control and tried to put in all the protocols.  And
 02  I remember saying, please, just let -- my goal now
 03  is to keep her negative.
 04              But then, you know, two months after
 05  all these protocols were put in place, five people
 06  in a row on her ward tested positive, including my
 07  mom.  And because I was able to do window visits, I
 08  just looked in one day, and she looked deathly ill.
 09              And then somebody who was very
 10  compassionate at the front allowed me to go in so I
 11  was able to spend the last three days with her, and
 12  I was there when she died.  And I thank God that I
 13  had that opportunity.  And if I didn't, it would
 14  be -- I would be inconsolable.  And I just can't
 15  imagine what other loved ones who have to think
 16  about their parents and loved ones dying alone have
 17  been through.
 18              In terms of moving forward, what
 19  concerns me -- I mean, my mom, it's a little too
 20  late, but I'm very worried about the current
 21  outbreaks.  A little less worried now that people
 22  are getting vaccinated, but I was a little more
 23  forgiving in -- in the first wave.  The pandemic
 24  was new.  We didn't have enough PPE.  We didn't
 25  have enough rapid testing.  But I thought, my
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 01  goodness, we're going to -- they've got to be ready
 02  for the second wave.  They should have learned from
 03  the first wave what to do.
 04              So I was shocked with all the current
 05  outbreaks that were happening in the -- in the
 06  long-term care homes.  So, you know, hopefully with
 07  the Commission, you can find out why that is.
 08              I have some of my own thoughts, which I
 09  can share, but -- and one of them -- and I know I'm
 10  already over time -- is the work flow is not
 11  conducive to -- to frequent changing of PPE.  I
 12  studied human behavior for a living, and in the
 13  three days I was there with my mom in her -- in her
 14  final days, staff, they don't spend enough time
 15  with residents.  They have to go from room to room,
 16  and it's very quick.  So you go in, you provide a
 17  little bit of care, you come out, you provide a
 18  little bit of care, you come out.  To be -- to have
 19  to change all that PPE for room, people aren't
 20  going to do it.  And I saw people not doing it.
 21              It's -- and -- and my guess is that's
 22  how everybody on her side of the wing got COVID.
 23  So that's my experience, anyway, and -- and the
 24  insights that I learned being inside.
 25              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you.
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 01              Participant 9 on the phone, it's your
 02  turn if you'd like to get off mute.
 03              PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello?
 04              MS. BIANCHI:  Hi, there.
 05              PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello.
 06              MS. BIANCHI:  Yes.  Hi.
 07              PARTICIPANT 9:  Hi, I'm terribly sorry.
 08  I wasn't sure if I was un-muted.  I had just jumped
 09  in the car to try to warm it up, but I will park it
 10  now and start talking.  Firstly, I would like to
 11  say, obviously, with regards to people saying that
 12  they thought their facilities were excellent but
 13  then they had X number of cases in their
 14  facilities, COVID doesn't enter a facility.  It
 15  doesn't magically, spontaneously appear.  COVID is
 16  brought into facilities.
 17              And then with good management, it can
 18  be contained.  And this has occurred in some
 19  facilities where a staff member was positive, and
 20  then there were absolutely no resident cases.  Or
 21  early on when a lot of it wasn't understood, there
 22  were a few resident cases but immediately
 23  contained, and there were no further incidents.
 24              Having said that, I do have a
 25  healthcare background.  I have worked in long-term
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 01  care.  My mother is in a facility that, during the
 02  first wave, had 75 percent of the resident
 03  population infected by COVID.  21 percent of the
 04  residents passed, and 34 percent -- or, sorry, 37
 05  percent of the staff were infected.  The facility
 06  indicated that they had adequate PPE.  So the only
 07  excuse for the two months of outbreak and the three
 08  months of lockdown was due to the fact that the --
 09  basically incompetence, that the staff were not
 10  performing their due diligence with regards to the
 11  use of PPE and practicing body substance
 12  precaution.
 13              Having said that, of course, not all
 14  healthcare workers are heros, unfortunately.  Like
 15  I said, any facility that had a prolonged outbreak,
 16  it was due to either the inadequate amount of PPE
 17  or, as just mentioned by -- by the previous
 18  Participant Number 8, staff not following proper
 19  protocol.
 20              In my mother's facility, a staff member
 21  did inform me that the director of care, head nurse
 22  for the facility, had directed the staff to only
 23  remove the PPE when they were leaving rooms of
 24  infected residents.  Now we know how silly that is,
 25  because obviously not everybody is showing signs
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 01  the minute they are exposed and that there are
 02  asymptomatic carriers.  So that direction was
 03  grossly inappropriate and showed incompetence on
 04  the level of director of care, who since had been
 05  moved from that facility to another facility owned
 06  by the same company but not in a nursing position.
 07              With regards to -- let me see -- the --
 08  the experience of the pandemic in general, the
 09  facility that I'm speaking of went into --
 10  announced their lockdown on March 12th that they
 11  were going into lockdown on the 14th.  By the 28th
 12  of March, which would have been the 14 days passed
 13  the incubation period for the disease at that
 14  point -- we now know it's shorter now, but at that
 15  point, we were dealing with a 14-day incubation
 16  period.  By day 14, there were zero cases in the
 17  building.  It wasn't until day 18 that a positive
 18  case presented, meaning that the infection entered
 19  the building during their supposed lockdown period.
 20              I also learned at that point that there
 21  were two residents that left the building for non
 22  medical reasons -- for pleasure -- during the
 23  supposed lockdown.
 24              What else here?
 25              Having said that, you know, it -- it --
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 01  there -- it's up in the air as to whether or not
 02  the infection actually was brought in by a staff
 03  member or by a resident.  Of course, it was my
 04  mother's floor that was -- had the first positive
 05  resident case, and it was my mother's floor that
 06  was the worst hit.
 07              I had been complaining for quite some
 08  time about the staff on the evening shift, the PSW
 09  staff on that floor, having some -- some valid
 10  concerns with regards to -- to their performance,
 11  and, again, it ended up being the worst hit floor.
 12              At my mother's dining table of four,
 13  the other three members all contracted COVID.  One
 14  passed.  My mother did not contract it.  And
 15  someone made a comment to me that my mother must
 16  have been wrapped in cellophane on that floor,
 17  because there's no way that she should have --
 18  should have survived being exposed to three people
 19  at her dining table with COVID.
 20              As I mentioned, so they went into
 21  lockdown on April the 1st -- or, sorry, they went
 22  into quarantine on April the 1st.  My mother has a
 23  courtyard room.  So for those of you who were
 24  jumping up and down at a window, I had the
 25  inability to even see my mother, because her
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 01  room -- the only way you could look at her window
 02  was if you walked inside the building to access the
 03  courtyard that was -- a small courtyard that was
 04  surrounded by the building.
 05              During the outbreak, while they were in
 06  the pinnacle of their outbreak, they elected to
 07  commence construction of a third level of the
 08  facility.  So fencing was put up around the
 09  perimeter of the ground out to the sidewalk, which
 10  was a considerable distance, because they're
 11  putting a retirement residence in front of the
 12  long-term care facility.  So you can imagine where
 13  the fence was located.
 14              When they finally got out of quarantine
 15  but were still in lockdown, the only way I could
 16  wave to my mother was if I stood on a sidewalk on
 17  the other side of the fence.  Their outdoor access
 18  for that second floor is a balcony.  Unfortunately
 19  because of construction, they decided to plop
 20  machinery right in front of the balcony.  Although
 21  there were other places they could have placed it,
 22  they elected to do it in the only place where the
 23  residents had any access to fresh air .
 24              MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 9, sorry to
 25  interrupt you.  Are you about to turn to your
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 01  thoughts about recommendations?  Because it's hard
 02  to --
 03              PARTICIPANT 9:  No.
 04              MS. BIANCHI:  -- tell with you, because
 05  you're on the phone.
 06              PARTICIPANT 9:  No.  I'm sorry.  No,
 07  no, no.  No.
 08              With regards to the visits -- because
 09  I'm still on question number one, experience caring
 10  for pandemic and how it affects myself and my
 11  mother.  With regards to visits, once visiting was
 12  actually allowed, of course as you all know, it was
 13  outdoors.  While we sat under the entrance awning
 14  in front of the front door, that's where our -- our
 15  visits were -- were placed outside.  Sitting at a
 16  table approximately 8 to 10 feet apart with a
 17  Plexiglass in between, I was expected to have a
 18  COVID test, and I was also expected to wear a mask,
 19  which is fine.  I think the COVID test was a bit of
 20  overkill.
 21              But my point is while we were sitting
 22  there and the rain started to come down, there were
 23  individuals walking into the building at another
 24  entrance to use the hair salon.  And they didn't
 25  require testing, yet I was outside wearing an
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 01  N95 -- NIOSH grade N95 mask with 10 feet away from
 02  my mother with Plexiglass in between us, and I was
 03  expected to get testing.
 04              The testing sometimes took over three
 05  hours in my car up here in the greater Toronto area
 06  to obtain.  And then the results -- on one
 07  occasion, I didn't even get the results in time for
 08  the visit.  I drove all the way -- five highways --
 09  to my mother to visit her, and I was denied the
 10  outdoor visits, because I did not have the results
 11  of my COVID test.
 12              MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.
 13              PARTICIPANT 9:  So that -- that's the
 14  visit situation.
 15              MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Participant 9, I'm
 16  sorry to interrupt you again, but we have to move
 17  on to the second question.
 18              PARTICIPANT 9:  I realise, but I'm
 19  hoping to get my four minutes in.
 20              I'm being denied -- I'm being denied
 21  visitation to my mother, because they claim I'm in
 22  a grey zone, and I'm beyond 20 kilometres away from
 23  the facility.
 24              MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.
 25              PARTICIPANT 9:  So, yeah, if anyone can
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 01  say -- cite anything -- I was on the phone today
 02  with -- with the -- I was on with Niagara regional
 03  public health last week, I was on the phone with
 04  the patient ombudsman today, and nobody can seem to
 05  understand or explain to me why as someone who has
 06  NIOSH grade N95 -- I'm not permitted into a
 07  facility.
 08              MS. BIANCHI:  Participant 9, I'm sorry
 09  to interrupt you again, but I think we should take
 10  this conversation offline.  I'm happy to -- I'm
 11  happy to arrange a phone call with you to have you
 12  finish your thoughts about this, but we really need
 13  to move on to the second question.
 14              PARTICIPANT 9:  That's okay.
 15              MS. BIANCHI:  Is that okay?
 16              PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah, I'm fine.
 17              MS. BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 9.
 18              PARTICIPANT 9:  I didn't get to touch
 19  on physio or anything else, but okay.  That's fine.
 20              MS. BIANCHI:  Okay.  Thank you.
 21              All right.  I'm now going -- thank you,
 22  everybody, for your input.  I'm now going to turn
 23  it over to my colleague, Alison Drummond, who is
 24  going to lead the discussion about the second
 25  question.
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 01              MS. DRUMMOND:  So I'll just -- I'll
 02  just quickly go over the second question.  You've
 03  all seen it before, but just so you have it fresh
 04  in your mind.  Reflecting on your experience, is
 05  there anything that could have been done that would
 06  have made the situation better at the time?  And
 07  what's the most important thing that the
 08  commissioners need to know as they consider
 09  recommendations?
 10              And I'll go immediately to
 11  Participant 1, if I may.
 12              PARTICIPANT 1:  Thank you.  The
 13  pandemic has highlighted longstanding problems in
 14  long-term care.  We've learned a lot during the
 15  pandemic.  Most importantly, we can never subject
 16  residents and families to the separation and
 17  isolation they faced in the first six months of
 18  this pandemic.  Every resident must always have the
 19  right to an essential caregiver, regardless of
 20  outbreak status in the home.
 21              Family members who do have access to be
 22  with residents must be expected to be tested
 23  regularly and to follow infection prevention and
 24  control measures put in place to protect residents
 25  and staff.
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 01              I believe that every level of
 02  government -- oh, I'm sorry.  I lost my place.
 03  Just give me a second.  I believe that every level
 04  of government is responsible for the tragedy of
 05  deaths in long-term care.  Why didn't they move
 06  COVID positive residents out of the homes as soon
 07  as the test results came back?
 08              In the first wave, our hospitals were
 09  not overwhelmed.  Between waves, they should have
 10  been planning and preparing to create isolation
 11  facilities for COVID positive residents to be
 12  prepared for the second wave.
 13              The fewer residents in a home with
 14  COVID, the fewer residents will develop it.
 15              We must ensure that in future deadly
 16  pandemics and epidemics, we have such options.
 17              I'm concerned that with the focus on
 18  what went wrong during the pandemic, there will
 19  only be a band-aid solution to a system that
 20  requires true transformation.
 21              We know that long-term care homes have
 22  been chronically underfunded.  More funding is
 23  required to pay staff wages and benefits to
 24  recognise the importance of their work.  More
 25  funding is required to increase the number of
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 01  frontline staff, who provide care for residents.
 02              Funding is also required to provide
 03  trainings to staff on how to deal with residents
 04  with dementia and complex problems.
 05              The research institute for aging has
 06  some excellent programs, which should be mandatory
 07  training for anyone who is in direct contact with
 08  residents.  And this isn't just PSWs and nurses.
 09  It's recreation staff, cleaning staff, food service
 10  staff.  All of them need to know how to deal with
 11  dementia.
 12              Some of these programs include Living
 13  With Dementia Journey, Excellence in
 14  Resident-Centered Care, Culture Change Coaching
 15  Services -- which is shifting the focus to
 16  person-centered care -- and the Choice Plus Program
 17  to improve mealtime experience for residents by
 18  focusing on relation-centered practices.
 19              We can't just focus on providing more
 20  hours of care.  The whole system needs a
 21  transformation to be more resident-centered and
 22  less treatment focussed like the Green House
 23  Project or the Butterfly model.
 24              The transformation that's required will
 25  take time and a lot of money, but I hope it's in
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 01  place by the time I need a position -- I'm in a
 02  position to need long-term care.
 03              We need to take for-profit out of
 04  long-term care.  Every penny that is paid by the
 05  residents or funded by the government must go to
 06  quality care for the residents.  I've always said
 07  that long-term care is not a place where people
 08  want to go to live.  It's a place where people go
 09  to wait to die, and this needs to change.
 10              Thank you for this opportunity.
 11              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much for
 12  those -- those thoughtful recommendations.  We all
 13  really appreciate it.
 14              I'm going to go to Participant
 15  Number 2.  And, of course, anybody who'd like me to
 16  go over the question again, just let me know.
 17              PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  In -- in
 18  view of the limited time available, I'm totally in
 19  agreement with everything that Participant Number 1
 20  said.
 21              I was just reflecting and saying that,
 22  you know, is there anything that could have been
 23  done that would have been made the situation
 24  better?  Definitely.  The Ontario Government and
 25  all long-term care homes need to be better prepared
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 01  now and going forward.  As I say, live and learn,
 02  unfortunately.
 03              But I think the designated essential
 04  caregivers that is now in place and if residents
 05  when they enter a home designate -- identify the
 06  essential caregivers going forward.  And as long as
 07  we are allowed to continue to go into the home and
 08  help our loved one during lockdowns, this will all
 09  be helpful in the future.
 10              The -- the main thing I see right now
 11  is, again, testing and allowing those designated
 12  essential caregivers to be tested at the long-term
 13  care home and also to have rapid testing in
 14  long-term care homes being done.  I think all these
 15  things can be of help.  Thank you.
 16              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 17  I'm going to go to -- oh.  I'm going to go to
 18  Participant Number 3 now.
 19              PARTICIPANT 3:  I echo Participant 1
 20  and 2s comments, and I'll try to be brief.
 21              Sufficient testing time, shorter
 22  turnaround times, PPE, cohorting, a swifter
 23  response from public health, and SWAT teams going
 24  into the homes would have saved lives .
 25              The home requested -- the home is
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 01  requested to do a second terminal cleaning before
 02  the nursing team came.  They were wonderful.  They
 03  did a fantastic job.  However, I wonder how safe it
 04  was in there for the existing staff and residents.
 05  Either it was a safe work environment or it wasn't.
 06              More broadly speaking, I think
 07  solutions must address longstanding systemic
 08  issues, which have been made worse by diminished
 09  oversight and lack of inspections and good
 10  inspections.  Shovels in ground, doing more of the
 11  same, isn't going to address our problem.  It's,
 12  you know, capital C change.
 13              The model of care needs the change,
 14  and, most importantly, the respect and the
 15  treatment of seniors and their care providers, the
 16  PSWs, the nurses, need to change.  A remake of
 17  long-term care.  Not warehousing people but meeting
 18  needs at various stages of life with dignity.
 19              There should be no profit motive in
 20  care.  Staff model and jobs need to change.  The
 21  PSW jobs provide incredibly personal care.  Right?
 22  And we -- we -- we haven't recognised their value
 23  or paid them appropriately or treated them well.
 24  They are committed and caring from what I've seen
 25  in the nursing home that -- the two nursing homes
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 01  that my grandmother was in.
 02              PSWs are mostly women and racialised
 03  minorities, who have little voice and political
 04  power.
 05              While the nursing homes were struggling
 06  with staffing and care, they were also burdened
 07  with the additional task of body transfers.  I
 08  was -- motion detected at the front door -- upset
 09  by that.  PSWs need to be regulated, licensed, and
 10  trained.  More training skills dealing -- more
 11  training and skills dealing with responsive
 12  behaviours are required like dementia, depression,
 13  bipolar, mental illness, the use of PPE, all of
 14  that.
 15              Better ratios to focus on relational
 16  versus task specific.  PSWs are interested in
 17  learning and -- and they want to grow, but the
 18  current structure and the system and the resources
 19  prevent them from doing that in the current
 20  situation.
 21              Premier -- prior to Premier Ford, each
 22  home had a dedicated -- like, they had to have an
 23  RN 24/7.  Now, it's not a requirement anymore.
 24              Physiotherapy and occupational therapy,
 25  they're not being fully utilised.  People enter
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 01  their home mobile, and then due to expediency,
 02  they're put in wheelchairs, moved around, and they
 03  lose their mobility.  Greater focus on helping
 04  residents continue their current functional levels
 05  versus advancing their decline.
 06              One man I saw visiting his wife daily
 07  for years, and then the nursing home -- motion
 08  detected at the front door -- sorry about that.
 09  The nursing home was very -- he was very tired, and
 10  he applied to join his wife, so they were -- they
 11  were reunited.  He was the highest functioning
 12  resident in -- in the nursing home, but the system
 13  didn't allow him to get the necessary support to
 14  maintain his current higher level -- level of
 15  function.  So he may -- he may have been the
 16  healthiest one there.  Yet he was asking for hot
 17  water, and he died of COVID.  And his wife also
 18  passed away.
 19              More vation -- activation staff.  More
 20  one-on-one care interaction with the residents are
 21  needed.  They need -- and those people need to be
 22  trained.  They can't be just a warm body in the
 23  home.
 24              And family engagement, as we have all
 25  talked about, the essential caregivers.  They're so
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 01  important to the life of the residents.
 02  Particularly to non-verbal, non-mobile residents
 03  and residents living with dementia, the lockout of
 04  families is a huge violation of the rights of the
 05  residents.
 06              There's no data that family members
 07  introduce greater risk into the home if they're
 08  properly trained and they get the proper PPE.
 09              Communications, the lack of
 10  transparency.  Staff are not provided with timely
 11  information and definitely not family members.  I
 12  mean, the home tries, but, you know, it's not good.
 13              When test results come in, how
 14  immediate are they shared with frontline staff and
 15  with -- and with families?
 16              We're told no news was good news until
 17  we heard of deaths in the homes on the TV.  Fast
 18  forward that months -- eight months later, hearing
 19  about the residents asking for hot water at Tender
 20  Care was like deja vu for me.  How could this be so
 21  eight months later?  Have we not learned a thing?
 22              National standards for infection
 23  control, long-term care, ventilation, and more
 24  funding and consistent reporting across the country
 25  is needed.  All levels of government must change.
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 01  Canada must consider putting provincially driven
 02  long-term care mandates under the Canada Health
 03  Act.
 04              Those are my opinions, and I thank you,
 05  Lord -- I thank you for listening to them.
 06              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,
 07  Participant 3.
 08              Participant 4.
 09              PARTICIPANT 4:  Sorry about that.
 10              I echo one, two, and three.  There's
 11  only a few things I would add, and that's
 12  addressing caregiver burnout, moral dilemma
 13  counselling -- because that's been a big thing now
 14  that's running through since this COVID, because
 15  it's putting the caregivers in -- in positions
 16  where they have to make certain choices.  So moral
 17  dilemma counselling.
 18              There should be some drop-in
 19  inspections from some kind of Ministry officials.
 20  Just drop-in surprise visits to shake things up a
 21  little bit.
 22              And also I found at least in the home
 23  that my mom is in, that the leadership or even the
 24  administrative part of the staffing doesn't do
 25  walk-abouts.
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 01              And I think what was already mentioned
 02  was cognitive and behavioral training.
 03              I also think cultural sensitivity
 04  training is also an important thing to address.
 05              That's all I have.  Thank you.
 06              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 07              I'm going to turn to Participant 5.
 08              PARTICIPANT 5:  Hopefully I'll do
 09  better.
 10              I'm in total agreement with the first
 11  four participants.  I do believe this is a systemic
 12  problem that's been going on for decades.  And no
 13  one government is to blame totally; they're all in
 14  on it.  They're all culpable.
 15              A change in mindset.  We are not doing
 16  them -- the residents a favour.  They're -- the
 17  staff and the administration are not doing the
 18  residents a favour by caring for them or a favour
 19  to us.  We all owe them.  We have to change the
 20  mindset that they deserve a home that they can --
 21  they can feel comfortable in, that they can be
 22  themselves in, that it's not just convenient for
 23  the home administration but that they get to have
 24  their own life.  It's a person -- person-centered
 25  care is really important, and I feel that is really
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 01  lacking in -- in the residents -- in the facilities
 02  that are out there.
 03              They need to also -- to have -- there's
 04  a pervasive attitude of warehousing the elderly
 05  that needs to change in that mindset.
 06              I also believe that we need to have --
 07  as well as training, there should be someone on
 08  call for behavioral situations with dementia that
 09  they can call and get help with the dementia
 10  support groups that are out there, possibly even
 11  geriatric psychiatrists on call as well.  I feel
 12  those are really important.
 13              They need more -- staff needs more
 14  training.  I agree with everyone there.  They
 15  have -- they -- they -- I don't think that enough
 16  care is -- is taken on their -- on their past
 17  lives.
 18              Like, I introduced my husband with a
 19  letter, giving them issues that might rise -- arise
 20  because of his past.  And I'm just saying that I
 21  believe that they need to take those into
 22  consideration.
 23              My wish list is that the facilities
 24  would be designed in the future to have little
 25  shops and -- and cafes that they could wander
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 01  around safely in and feel like they're in -- in
 02  their own life -- having their own life.
 03              Anyway, that's -- that's what I have to
 04  say.
 05              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 06              I'm going to go to Participant 6 now,
 07  please.
 08              PARTICIPANT 6:  Okay.  So I'm going
 09  to -- firstly, I want to echo everything that I
 10  heard.  It's all true, especially the caregiver
 11  burnout.  It doesn't make things easier when you
 12  can see what's happening.
 13              Having said that, since this is for
 14  family participation, what I'd like to do is
 15  specifically address what I think families could do
 16  if they were permitted -- even given all of the
 17  restrictions that we found ourselves under in the
 18  first wave and -- for references that I cannot
 19  understand -- again in the wave -- second wave.
 20              Is it okay with the moderator that I
 21  drop a few links into the chat for people to look
 22  at?  I will -- I will go with yes until somebody
 23  says no.
 24              MS. DRUMMOND:  Or another thing you
 25  could do would be to e-mail them to us afterwards,
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 01  and then we'll have a report of it, because the
 02  chat won't be recorded.
 03              PARTICIPANT 6:  Yeah.  I know the chat
 04  won't be recorded, but this is so people can see
 05  what's going on.
 06              I did test this earlier, and it's not
 07  visually stunning, but this is what my phone looks
 08  like.  It's just devoted to apps that allow me to
 09  manage my father's care remotely.  And it's a long
 10  way from where it should be, but it's somewhere.
 11              So let me start by saying that I think
 12  that, for better or worse, the government of
 13  Ontario thinks that families have two roles, and
 14  one is to assist in care.  And I derive this mostly
 15  from directive 3.  And the growing role of
 16  essential caregivers as well as the lack of funding
 17  for paid caregivers tells me they want us to do
 18  this.
 19              The second thing we do, whether anybody
 20  likes it or not -- and we -- we've all been talking
 21  about this -- is we provide oversight for that
 22  care.  We -- if we were in there talking to people,
 23  we'd know if somebody hadn't eaten.  If we walked
 24  in and we saw him in a dirty diaper, we'd get it
 25  changed.  If we cannot walk in there, we cannot do
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 01  these things.
 02              So during the shutdown, we had no way
 03  to collaborate.  We had no way to reach people.  My
 04  biggest frustration when I watched my father starve
 05  was I could not call somebody to even open his
 06  curtains.  Nobody would answer the phone.
 07              Since June, I have been told that the
 08  home where he lives wants to revert to that way of
 09  doing business again.  They don't want me to come
 10  in.  But they also, you know, demand that if I want
 11  to know something about my father's care, that I
 12  have to go to the nurse's den, a place I'm not
 13  allowed to go to due to infection control concerns.
 14              So they effectively cut me off from all
 15  information about my father's health.  If I didn't
 16  have a camera, you know, these once-a-month visits
 17  outdoors -- which has, again, been shut down --
 18  would be nonexistent.
 19              There are things we can do about this.
 20  I've described to you folks the granny cam I put in
 21  his room.  I've described to you folks with the
 22  tablet I consequently put in there that allowed for
 23  bidirectional interaction with my father.  I would
 24  then provide him with stimulation.
 25              At the time, I thought I was saying
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 01  good-bye in case he died and I didn't get to say
 02  good-bye.  But I quickly learned I could instruct
 03  PSWs.  And since that time, developed a bit of
 04  online relationship with somebody who knew me
 05  before and no longer knows me now.
 06              But there's more we can do.  I think
 07  there's been some press but not enough on issues of
 08  virtual visits by doctors and on the issue of
 09  access to electronic health records.  Anybody who's
 10  ever been to visit a doctor knows -- or been to a
 11  hospital knows about things like MyChart.  That's
 12  actually a patient portal into the electronic
 13  health records in Sunny Brook Hospital, where my
 14  father is sometimes a patient.  The existing
 15  electronic healthcare records in most nursing homes
 16  is PointClickCare, and there are existing phone
 17  apps that allow you to access PointClickCare.
 18  There are partnerships with PointClickCare that
 19  allow you to see your resident's recent vitals,
 20  your resident's recent diagnosis, your --
 21  everything you need to know about your resident.
 22              I'm going to draw one example of it in
 23  here.  And I'm not doing this to promote their
 24  company.  I am doing this, because I think it is so
 25  terribly important that people understand what
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 01  could have been possible if only they'd known what
 02  was going on.
 03              So here you go.  So that's one app that
 04  will interact with PointClickCare, and it will
 05  provide people -- I can see this on my phone.  So
 06  if I am out at the grocery store or am at work --
 07  because I still work -- I can see all of his health
 08  in one go.
 09              And virtual visits, since he already
 10  has a tablet in place, I don't need to consume any
 11  staff time at the nursing home in order for him to
 12  have a visit with a doctor.  The only thing that
 13  stops that is that the doctor who goes into the
 14  building won't do it.  Not he can't.  He won't.
 15              So I cannot arrange for a visit in any
 16  way other than to come onsite and endanger
 17  everybody by bringing in my COVID.
 18              My father's nursing home -- I will end
 19  with this -- it has 168 beds.  There were 48
 20  official deaths by COVID.  72 people actually died
 21  in -- in the three-month period of the shutdown.
 22  My father had 28 residents on his unit.  There are
 23  now eight left alive.  All of them who are left
 24  alive used to be able to walk.  None of them do
 25  now.
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 01              It is critical that -- you know, given
 02  that it appears to me the Ontario Government is
 03  telling us that we must assist in care and that
 04  there is no other oversight but us, because they
 05  will not send Ministry inspectors into the building
 06  during an outbreak.  The only way that we can
 07  perform these tasks is if the Ministry requires
 08  nursing homes to be open to the installation of
 09  this technology, requires doctors who work in these
 10  homes to use the technology so that we can all work
 11  together.
 12              And worst case scenario, when nobody
 13  was feeding my father in the dark, I would tell him
 14  to sit up.  I would tell him to look for the white
 15  container.  I would tell him there was food in it.
 16  He'd no, there isn't.  I said, yes.  You just have
 17  to look.
 18              So these are things we can do, and I am
 19  happy to talk with anybody about what -- where I
 20  succeeded but where I could have succeeded if only
 21  I had a little cooperation.  And, you know, it's my
 22  sympathies to everybody else who were completely in
 23  the dark.
 24              I'm sure that's more than four minutes,
 25  but that's what I have to say.
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 01              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 02  We -- we appreciate hearing about it.
 03              I'm going to go to Participant 7, if I
 04  may.
 05              PARTICIPANT 7:  Thank you, very much.
 06              It concerns me that family members had
 07  to spend so much time advocating for their loved
 08  one.  Imagine residents who have no one to speak to
 09  them.  In hindsight, management needed to provide
 10  more frequent, transparent, and substantive updates
 11  on the situation and actions taken to address the
 12  pandemic at the centre.
 13              My father grew up on a farm in rural
 14  Sweden in the 1930s and '40s.  In my mind, there is
 15  no doubt that this Spartan upbringing gave him the
 16  strength to conquer COVID.  None of my immediate
 17  family were born in Canada.  We all chose to become
 18  Canadian citizens and considered ourselves
 19  fortunate to live in this country, in this
 20  province, indeed, in this city.
 21              You are well aware that much of what is
 22  recommended for long-term care has been proposed
 23  repeatedly over the course of two decades.  Many of
 24  the recommendations remain just as valid now as
 25  when they were originally presented.
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 01              I do hope that the Commission will take
 02  bold and actionable recommendations to improve
 03  day-to-day conditions for all long-term residents
 04  in Ontario.
 05              Simply put, long-term care facilities
 06  should provide more substantive regular updates
 07  where -- whether there is a pandemic or not.
 08              Management of long-term care facilities
 09  should be sharing information with families on a
 10  regular basis.
 11              During outbreaks, activities were
 12  stopped.  So the little cognitive stimulation
 13  residents had was cut.  This has a devastating
 14  impact on residents.  Long-term care facilities
 15  must prioritise cognitive stimulation of residents,
 16  activities of residents, and family contact.
 17              I managed to get a phone installed in
 18  my father's room on July 9th.  This greatly
 19  improved our connectivity with him.  Contact with
 20  family is crucial for residents for their morale
 21  and cognitive well-being.
 22              When I asked the long-term care home in
 23  writing whether an assessment had been carried out
 24  as to why an outbreak had so affected one floor, I
 25  received a remarkably inadequate reply.
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 01              Residents in long-term centres are
 02  essentially warehoused.  (Audio glitch) said that
 03  during this meeting.  I shudder to think of the
 04  conditions in long-term care centres that are not
 05  top of line.  My father, even with his advance
 06  Alzheimer's and after having fought through COVID,
 07  is one of the most independent on his floor.
 08              Finally, there needs to be more
 09  programming that supports cognitive interaction.
 10  Quite frankly, there needs to be more verbal
 11  interaction between staff and residents, let alone
 12  programming.
 13              I joined the family counsel, as we do
 14  not feel that we were getting sufficient
 15  information on management on actions being taken
 16  throughout the pandemic.  I stress my mother and I
 17  feel we must act as advocates for my father.
 18              Just to echo -- just to say, we're
 19  very, very fortunate that we are able to get
 20  testing onsite at the long-term care centre, and we
 21  do that weekly.
 22              And just to say I very much appreciate
 23  everyone's thoughts, and thank you for the
 24  opportunity to speak today.
 25              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you, very much.
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 01              I'm going to go to Participant Number 8
 02  now, if I may.  You're still on mute.  If you go to
 03  the corner of the screen...
 04              PARTICIPANT 8:  That was the saying of
 05  2002 [sic].
 06              I'm not as close anymore to what the
 07  current regulations are in long-term care, given
 08  that my mom passed back in May.  But, you know, in
 09  terms of recommendations moving forward, I think
 10  there's, like, the low-hanging fruit, the easy
 11  stuff.  Right?  Which is more PPE, more
 12  inspections, more frequent testing of staff and --
 13  and residents.  I mean, I think that's the easy
 14  stuff that everybody knows just has to happen.
 15              I do wonder, though, if -- if live
 16  streaming or video recording in the hallways might
 17  improve compliance, you know, for staff changing
 18  their PPE, because, you know, you can pick that up
 19  in the hallways when they're going in between
 20  rooms.
 21              For me personally, I would have liked
 22  some protocol on discharge and re-admission.  I
 23  know several of us had asked about how do we get
 24  our parents out of there so we could keep them
 25  safe?  I would have been willing to -- to have
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 01  brought my mom home for a month or two or as long
 02  as I could to keep her safe.
 03              I could not reach anybody who would
 04  give me the answers to that.  And when I finally
 05  did, the -- the -- what we heard was, well, you
 06  can, but then you're back down at the bottom of the
 07  list again.
 08              So in order to get into the good
 09  home -- and -- and the home my mom was in, it was,
 10  like, a one- to two-year's waiting list.  Right?
 11  So to -- to take her out and then have to go to the
 12  bottom of the list, it's just -- it's mind blowing.
 13  I mean, that shouldn't be the case.  Right?
 14              So there needs to be some protocol for,
 15  yes, you can -- in a pandemic, you can take your
 16  loved one out.  Some process for readmitting.  I
 17  mean, the staff are coming and going, so there must
 18  be a process where you can have your loved one
 19  tested when they -- when they readmit but keep
 20  their bed.  They should not lose that bed.  It is
 21  inhumane.  It's already stressful enough, you know,
 22  dealing with your parent through the pandemic.  But
 23  to also deal with the stress of having to get back
 24  on the list is incomprehensible.
 25              On a side note, I think there's just --
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 01  just based on the -- the community that -- that I'm
 02  part of -- of -- of loved ones, I think access to
 03  therapy and counselling is going to be needed for a
 04  lot of people after this.  You know, the thought of
 05  your parent dying alone with strangers, I think,
 06  has taken an immeasurable impact on -- on the
 07  welfare and the -- and the mental health of -- of a
 08  lot of caregivers.
 09              To -- to Participant 4's point -- and
 10  this is not COVID-related, but I spent a lot of
 11  time with my -- with my mom.  And when it comes to
 12  the grooming and bathing of seniors with dementia,
 13  you can just imagine what that's like, having a
 14  stranger bathe you.  And if you're a mom and a
 15  senior woman, having a male stranger bathe you and
 16  undress you, it's not right.  We have to protect
 17  the dignity of these residents.
 18              Even when I would go in and help with
 19  my mom, I would show them, please, put her robe on
 20  when you start to undress her, because otherwise
 21  she's standing there -- and I've seen it -- just
 22  utterly naked and vulnerable.  And I'm -- like,
 23  it's just the little things.  Everyone needs to be
 24  trained to put on the robe.  Undress and have them
 25  robed so that when they're brought into the -- to
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 01  the shower, that, you know, they feel covered.
 02  And, please, no -- no males for -- for these
 03  vulnerable female seniors.  Even though I know
 04  their intention, you know, is -- it's to help, but
 05  it's -- I mean, they don't get it.  Especially with
 06  dementia.
 07              And then -- and then, lastly, to
 08  everybody else's point, if there's one thing and
 09  one thing only that -- that needs to be changed, it
 10  is access, I mean, to -- to your loved one.  Like,
 11  you can't cut off access.  The loved ones are
 12  desperate to see you.  You're desperate to see
 13  them.  You need to find a way to -- to let us gon
 14  in and help.  Right?  We're happy to get tested.
 15  We're happy to use full PPE.  And we're going to
 16  take some of the burden off the PSWs that were
 17  there.  Like, they were so happy when I used to go
 18  in and help bathe my mom and dress her for the
 19  night, because then that would eases up time for
 20  them to go help another resident.
 21              And then I have another last thing.  I
 22  know -- Commissioners, I don't know if you've had
 23  personal experience in long-term care or if you've
 24  had the opportunity to visit long-term care, but I
 25  highly recommend getting a test wearing full PPE
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 01  and going and taking a tour of some of these
 02  places, because that will give you the biggest
 03  sense of what -- what these residents are going
 04  through.
 05              And I hope that -- you know what?  I'm
 06  sure there's been a tonne of reports of long-term
 07  care and lots of recommendations made over the
 08  years.  We just need to see action.  We need to see
 09  things executed and -- and actions.  And that's
 10  all.
 11              MS. DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much for
 12  that.
 13              And so I'd like to go now to
 14  Participant 9 on the phone, if I may.  Are you
 15  able -- you're still -- there you go.
 16              PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah.  Hello.
 17              MS. DRUMMOND:  Yes, we can hear you
 18  now.
 19              PARTICIPANT 9:  Okay.  Great.  Thank
 20  you.
 21              With regards to recommendations, as
 22  previously mentioned by someone, the regulation of
 23  PSW training should be mandatory.  Also a licensing
 24  of the PSW.  We need to remove the discriminatory
 25  tax breaks for hires so that the best suited
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 01  candidate for the position is the best educated,
 02  the most effective communicator.
 03              With regards to the units and the
 04  allocation of them, the units should be individuals
 05  who solely need (audio glitch) very mild to
 06  residents (audio glitch) moderate --
 07              MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry.
 08              PARTICIPANT 9:  Hello?
 09              MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry,
 10  Participant 9.  You're -- you're -- I think it's
 11  not just me.  Your -- your sound is -- is going in
 12  and out a bit.  If you can maybe adjust your
 13  microphone or something?
 14              PARTICIPANT 9:  I (audio glitch).
 15  Sorry.
 16              MS. DRUMMOND:  That's better.
 17              PARTICIPANT 9:  Yeah.  So with regards
 18  to the units, as mentioned, they should segregate
 19  it, because they can't leave their ADLs in with
 20  somebody who is physically aggressive and abusive.
 21  (No audio)
 22              MS. DRUMMOND:  I'm -- I'm sorry.  We've
 23  entirely lost you.  Are -- are you able to adjust
 24  your microphone at all?
 25              I'm -- I'm really sorry.  I think we've
�0088
 01  lost Participant 9 entirely.
 02              With -- with that, I'd -- I'd like to
 03  thank -- I'd like to thank all of you for
 04  participating and for telling -- telling stories
 05  that were obviously very difficult for you.  We --
 06  we all very much appreciate it, and I -- I'm going
 07  to hand it back to Commissioner Coke, if I may.
 08              COMMISSIONER COKE:  I just want to
 09  thank everyone who helped organise the session
 10  today, and the family counsellors of Ontario, we
 11  appreciate your support.
 12              I want to provide a special thank you
 13  for the family members who have participated in
 14  this session.  Thank you so much for coming forward
 15  and sharing your stories, your lived experiences.
 16  This has not been easy, and, you know, our
 17  heart-felt condolences for those of you who have
 18  lost loved ones.  And those who haven't, you know,
 19  the -- the suffering that you have experienced,
 20  we're very sorry for that.
 21              And, you know, we're just very grateful
 22  that people have provided such thoughtful comments
 23  and suggestions and very valuable insights.  This
 24  will really help us with our work and really inform
 25  our recommendations.  So again I thank you from our
�0089
 01  heart, and I wish you all a very good evening and
 02  thanks again.
 03              PARTICIPANT 6:  Thank you for
 04  listening.
 05              COMMISSIONER COKE:  Thank you.
 06  -- upon concluding at 5:56 p.m.
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 02  
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